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Abstract
The present work studies the effect of metal ions on the structure, dynamics and inter-
actions of the protein ShhN, the N-terminal signaling domain of Sonic Hedgehog. To
accomplish this task, molecular structures of ShhN proteins were analyzed with a set of
computational methods, revealing new features of ShhN proteins.
The results suggest that, ShhN is an enzyme with a zinc catalytic center that is regulated
by the binding of the calcium ions. Explicitly, the binding of the second calcium ion
involves a conformational change that is accompanied by a significant perturbation of
the putative catalytic center, possibly affecting substrate stabilization. The dragging of
E127 towards the calcium center implies the pulling of H135 with it and the disruption
of the hydrogen bond between G128 and H141. Besides, the distance between residues
E177 and H135 increases and therefore, the well-defined position of the catalytic water
molecule is lost destabilizing the zinc environment. Electrostatic potential differences
among calcium states suggest the possible binding of nonpolar substrates. One of the
predictions is that ShhN autodegradates tuning its own concentration gradient. This
possibility does not rule out, of course, the existence of other mechanisms that govern
ShhN concentration gradient. The novel switching mechanism proposed could have many
implications in the biological function of HhN proteins, but these are not well understood
and require further research.
Both ShhN monomers and dimers show a flexibility pattern that strongly depends on the
number of calcium ions. Specially, calcium binding loops reflect this behavior. The Cardin-
Weintraub motif located within the N-terminal of ShhN proteins together with buried
hydrophobic residues at the interface lead to an stable complex that enhances ShhN
dimerization. The lower degree of conservation of I48 in vertebrate homologs might
indicate that this is a hot spot residue with an important role in ShhN oligomerization.
The presence of the calcium ions at the dimeric interface can promote ShhN-proteoglycan
interactions providing a large positively charged region which is the ideal scenario for the
binding of these molecules.
Taken all together, a multimerization model where different levels of interaction can
control the way that ShhN multimers form is proposed. However, this model has yet to
be tested.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Frage: Welche Wirkung haben Metall-Ionen auf die
Struktur, Dynamik und Wechselwirkungen des Proteins ShhN, der N-terminalen Signal-
Domäne von Sonic Hedgehog? Zur Beantwortung wurden molekulare Strukturen von
ShhN mit verschiedenen Computer-gestützten Methoden analysiert. Die Analysen sagen
einige überraschende Eigenschaften von ShhN vorher.
Zuerst legen die Analysen nahe, dass ShhN eine Zink-Protease ist, deren katalytisches
Zentrum durch die Bindung von Calcium-Ionen reguliert wird. Speziell ändert die Bindung
des zweiten Calcium-Ions die Konformation des Zink-Zentrums und beeinflusst so vermut-
lich die Bindung des Substrats. Diese Konformationsänderung kaskadiert vom Calcium-
Ion zum katalytisch Zink-Zentrum über mehrere Residuen und destabilisiert die Substrat-
Bindestelle und das Zink-gebundene katalytische Wasser-Molekül. Änderungen des elek-
trostatischen Potenzials um das Zink-Zentrum in Abhängigkeit von der Calcium-Bindung
weisen hin auf eher unpolare Substrate, z.B. den C-Terminus von ShhN. ShhN könnte
also ShhN-Moleküle abbauen, und auf diese Weise seinen Konzentrationsgradienten än-
dern. Die Implikationen des beschriebenen neuartigen Mechanismus der Schaltung von
ShhN über Calcium-Ionen für die biologische Funktion des Proteins sind noch weitgehend
unverstanden, und erfordern weitere Forschung.
Die Flexibilität von ShhN-Monomeren und -Dimeren hängt stark ab von der Zahl der gebun-
denen Calcium-Ionen. Im Besonderen sind die Calcium-bindenden Schleifen von ShhN
davon betroffen. ShhN-Dimere werden stabilisiert durch das Cardin-Weintraub-Motiv am
N-Terminus und durch Wechselwirkungen mit hydrophoben Residuen an der Schnittstelle
zwischen den Monomeren. Die schwächere Konservierung von I48 in Wirbeltieren kön-
nte ein Hinweis sein auf eine wichtige Rolle dieses Residuums in der Oligomerisierung
von ShhN. Die Nähe von Calcium-Ionen zur Dimerisierungs-Region sorgt für ein positives
elektrostatisches Potenzial und könnte so die Bindung von Proteoglykanen fördern. Ins-
gesamt wird ein Modell der Multimerisierung von ShhN vorgeschlagen, das über mehrere
Kontrollmechanismen verfügt, die experimentell getestet werden sollten.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL
INTRODUCTION
TO HEDGEHOG
MORPHOGEN FAMILY
1.1 Discovery, evolution and function
In the late 1970s, Hedgehog (Hh) gene was first discovered by two afterwards Nobel
laureates: Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric Wieschaus [1]. Through genetic screens
they were able to identify genes that control the segmentation pattern in Drosophila
melanogaster embryos. Mutations in the Hh gene cause a phenotype that resembles a
hedgehog spines, fact to which the gene owes its name. Later on, in the early 1990s,
the isolation of the Hh gene revealed that it encodes for a secreted protein expressed
in segmentally repeated stripes, consistent with its role in specifying segmental pattern
[2–4].
Hh proteins are synthesized as precursor proteins (about 400-460 amino acids long) and
are composed of a signal peptide for protein export (SS) and two domains: an amino-
terminal ”Hedge” domain (HhN) which has the biological signal activity, and a carboxy-
terminal autocatalytic ”Hog” domain (HhC) with not known signaling role. HhC binds
cholesterol in the sterol recognition region (SRR) [5] and cleaves Hh into two parts in an
intramolecular reaction which also adds a cholesterol moiety to HhN. The determination
of the X-ray structure of the Drosophila HhC (see Appendix B) confirmed that HhC has
sequence similarity to the self-splicing inteins [6] and the shared region was termed Hint
module. Inteins are protein sequences that autocatalytically splice themselves out of
longer protein precursors (analogous to introns) and ligate the flanking regions into a
functional protein. Although Hh proteins are the only proteins known to be conjugated
to cholesterol in this way, the widespread distribution of the Hog domain indicates that
its role in processing secreted proteins must be an evolutionary ancient one. Among the
organism where Hog domain proteins have been identified are red algae, dinoflagellates
and mosses, as well as throughout the Metazoa (or Animalia kingdom) [8]. However, the
highly conserved Hedge domain, seems to be of more recent origin [9]. A protein with
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a similar domain organization is encoded by the so-called Hedgling gene in the basal
Metazoan. The Nematostella vectensis (the sea anenome) which belongs to the phylum
Cnidarian (animals found exclusively in aquatic and mostly marine environments) also has
a Hedgling gene. Likely, Hh proteins first arose in the common ancestor of the Cnidarians
and the Bilateria (all animals having a bilateral symmetry) more than 650 million years
ago through the combination of domains that were present in pre-existing proteins. In
general, the Hh gene family is present throughout the Eumetazoa (comprises almost all
major animals), although it has been lost in some nematodes [10].
Figure 1.1: Evolutionary relationship between members of the Hh
family from different vertebrate and invertebrate species. Phylo-
genetic tree taken from Ingham & McMahon [7]. The single Hh
gene present in Drosophila is colored in yellow and other inver-
tebrates such as sea urchin and amphioxus are colored in pink.
The three Hh genes identified in vertebrates Shh, Ihh and Dhh are
colored in lilac, light yellow and blue respectively. The zebrafish
(Danio rerio) has two Shh-related genes, shh and twhh (tiggy-
winkle hedgehog) and two other Hh-related genes, ehh (echina
hedgehog) and qhh (qiqihar hedgehog) which are divergent mem-
bers of the Ihh subgroup (green). This suggests that further du-
plication events occurred within the Shh and Ihh classes. One
Dhh gene appears to be more closely related to amphioxus and
Fugu hh than to other Dhh-related genes. Additional terms; bhh:
banded hedgehog and chh: cephalic hedgehog.
Shortly after the Hh gene was
cloned, vertebrates homologs
were reported. Unlike the fly,
which has a single Hh gene,
there are several related genes
in vertebrate species. Three
genes were identified in mouse,
called Sonic Hedgehog (Shh), In-
dian Hedgehog (Ihh), and Desert
Hedgehog (Dhh) [11–14], which
are similarly processed, modified
and released. They share about
60% amino acid identity of the
full length sequences, and 90%
amino acid identity in the HhN do-
main. Figure 1.1 shows the evo-
lutionary relationship in the Hh
family and it can be appreciated
that Dhh is most closely related to
Drosophila Hh while Ihh and Shh
are more related to each other.
This is probably the consequence
of a more recent gene duplication
event [7, 15].
In invertebrates animals e.g., fruit
flies of the genus Drosophila,
Hh is important in segmentation
polarity and it is also involves
in later stages of embryogenesis
and metamorphosis [16]. In vertebrates, Shh, Dhh, and Ihh mediate many developmen-
tal patterning events and have partially redundant functions. Shh is the most widely
expressed of the three and regulates development from embryo to adult [17]. It is first
expressed in the notochord, and later in the floor plate of the neural tube, where pro-
duces a gradient of activity in the ventral neural tube. Shh is also expressed in the
zone of polarizing activity of the limb buds and is important for limb and digit formation.
Other roles of Shh include inner ear, eye, taste bud, and hair follicle development. Ihh
is required for bone growth and pancreas development [7, 18]. It has been implicated in
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modulating chondrogenesis in the appendicular skeleton and acts as a negative regulator
of the differentiation of proliferating chondrocytes [19]. Both Shh and Ihh play roles in
cardiovascular development [20]. Dhh expression is limited to the peripheral nervous
system and reproductive organs; Dhh mutant males are sterile [21].
The major components of the Hh pathway are conserved in diverse Eumetazoa, including
the non-bilaterian Cnidaria. Over the next sections, general and relevant aspects of the
Hh signaling are discussed.
1.2 Hedgehog signaling transduction pathway
Hh molecules are morphogens that spread from localized sites of production to trigger
differential cellular responses dependent on morphogen concentration [22]. The range of
a signal is the domain over which it exerts its effects. In other words, the signaling range
is the distance from the source at which a response is observed [23, 24]. Shh is the best
established example of a morphogen as defined by Lewis Wolpert’s French flag model
[25]. As a result of its widespread expression, much of what is known about vertebrate
Hh signaling stems from work on Shh. The signaling activity of Hh ligands is intimately
linked to several post-translational modifications and cleavage events that modify their
activity and regulate their spread from producing cells through tissues. The tight control
of secretion is a key step in the regulation of signaling activity [26].
The mechanism of Hh signaling is complex and remains incompletely understood despite,
overall it is conserved from fly to human [27]. The Hh pathway has been and perhaps
remains the most enigmatic one. To provide some context, let’s start by citing the
unusual biochemistry of the Hh family e.g., the two lipid modifications of the HhN, the
role of Patched (Ptc) as a receptor and the lack of direct interaction among Hh or Ptc
and Smoothened (Smo). These facts together with the difficulty to reproduce in vitro
some physiologically relevant interactions of the Hh signaling components have been
impediments to progress. Nevertheless, new evidences have emerged in the last two
decades, and many questions have been answered. A simplified model of the Hh signaling
based on Shh is described bellow (subsection 1.2.1) and showed in Figure 1.2. For a better
understanding of the whole text bellow, please see Appendix A where a list of all amino
acids with one and three letter code is given.
1.2.1 From processing to reception
Hh proteins are synthesized as precursors of about 45 kDa. After signal sequence cleav-
age, it undergoes an autocatalytic processing reaction to yield a 19 kDa HhN domain
with a cholesterol modification and a 25 kDa HhC domain (Figure 1.3). The cleavage
reaction takes place in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and can be divided in two steps:
In the first step, the free thiol of C198 (human Shh) acts as a nucleophile, attacking the
carbonyl carbon of the preceding Gly residue and generating a thioester intermediate.
In the second step, this thioester intermediate is subjected to nucleophilic attack by the
3b-hydroxyl group of cholesterol, resulting in the covalent attachment of cholesterol to
HhN and releasing the HhC domain [28]. Although C198 has long been recognized for
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its role in autocatalytic cleavage, a second conserved cysteine C363 is also required for
cleavage, forming a disulfide bond with C198 that likely facilitates protein folding and the
reduction of which generates the reactive thiol required for cleavage. As such, mutating
either cysteine residue prevents autoproteolysis of Hh precursors [29]. In vitro evidences
suggest that the HhC domain undergoes rapid degradation, a process that requires its
translocation out of the ER to the cytosol and subsequently to the proteasome [30].
Figure 1.2: Simplified model of Hh release, reception and signal in mammals.
Hh protein undergoes a series of processing steps before it is secreted from
the cell. The HhN domain is dually lipidated with a cholesterol molecule
added to the C-terminus and a palmitate added to the N-terminus. Once
secreted, Hh contact Ptc (the major receptor for Hh proteins). In presence
of Hh ligands, Ptc is unable to affect SMO signaling and SMO somehow can
promote formation of activated forms of Gli, resulting in upregulation of Hh
target genes. Courtesy: QIAGEN Sample & Assay Technologies.
Cholesterol-modified
HhN domain enters the
secretory pathway where
it is subjected to a sec-
ond covalent modifica-
tion. A transmembrane
acyltransferase named
Skinny Hedgehog (Ski)
in Drosophila [31–33]
and Hedgehog acyltrans-
ferase (Hhat) in mam-
mals [34] catalyses this
event. Hhat modi-
fies HhN by the attach-
ment of palmitate (via
an amide bond) to the
free amino group of the
N-terminal cysteine [35].
The subcellular compart-
ment in which palmi-
toylation occurs has yet
to be identified. Du-
ally lipid-modified HhN
is associated with the
lipid bilayer at the outer
surface of the plasma
membrane, until it is re-
leased. Different models
have been proposed to
explain the release and
spread of Hh proteins
[36–38] (see subsection
1.2.2 for further details).
Once HhN reaches its target cell, its key function as an extracellular signal is to bind the
Ptc receptor. The complex is internalized while Smo translocates to the primary cilia (in
vertebrates) [39]. Localization of Smo to the primary cilia is a fundamental requirement
for the pathway to be active. In the absence of HhN, Ptc inhibits this localization [40].
How exactly Ptc inhibits Smo and how Hh relieves this inhibition, is still not clear, al-
though the ability of Ptc to inhibit a large stoichiometric excess of Smo suggests that this
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inhibition does not occur through direct contact between Ptc and Smo [41]. Activated
Smo is phosphorylated and signals via a cascade of microtubule-associated proteins to
the nucleus, where zinc-finger proteins of the Gli1 family of transcription factors, activate
or repress target genes [42]. Among the many target genes regulated by mammalian Gli1
are those for Ptc and Gli1 themselves. This results in feedback loops in which upregu-
lation of Ptc leads to negative feedback, whereas upregulation of Gli1 leads to positive
feedback.
1.2.2 Mechanisms of release and long-range signaling
Native HhN is modified by cholesterol and palmitate, as described previously. Both
hydrophobic modifications are involved on the ability of HhN to associate with cellular
membranes, a property that initially appeared inconsistent with its ability to act far from
its site of synthesis. HhN was originally considered to be mainly responsible for short-
range signaling [43]. Evidence of freely diffusible HhN forms that travel a distance up
to 50mm in the imaginal wing disc of D. melanogaster and up to 300mm in the limb
bud of vertebrates [26] raise critical questions about the way HhN is secreted and how
it can reach cells located at a distance from the signaling cell. Although it is now clear
that Hh family members are capable of acting directly in long-range signaling; there is
no agreement about the existence of a unique mechanism for the release and spread.
Several models to release HhN from cellular membranes with its lipid moieties intact are
discussed below.
One of the reported models is the HhN-oligomers formation. Monomeric HhN can multi-
merize with itself to form large soluble multimers that are released from the membrane
[36]. The lipid moieties are thought to be embedded in the core of these complexes
[44]. This soluble multimer would then diffuse far from its site of synthesis to engage
directly in long-range signaling. The exact number of HhN molecules in the multimers is
unknown, as is the requirement, if any, of additional factors that may act as intermediate
between the various HhN molecules. It has been suggested that molecular weight of
HhN complexes is ranging from approximately 100 up to 700 kDa [45]. Nevertheless,
how the multimers form remains an unsolved question. Several studies [46–49] have
reported the implication of specific residues in HhN multimerization. Among them the
highly conserved N-terminal of HhN, E71, R72 and K74, as well as residues R123, D152
and R155 (human nomenclature) have been claimed to play an important role. Evidence
support the existence of oligomers in vivo. Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
microscopy analysis in Drosophila revealed the formation of HhN oligomers grouped into
visible clusters [47]. The authors suggest that the nanoscale organization of HhN at the
cell surface is specified by electrostatic interactions between subunits and it is relevant
for the generation of visible clusters and, ultimately, HhN in vivo activity [50]. Additional
experiments need to be performed to characterize these complexes anyhow.
1So-called because the gene encoding the founding member GLI1 is frequently amplified in glioblastoma
cells.
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Figure 1.3: Hh processing reaction and lipid modifications. Hh
is synthesized as a precursor protein that undergoes a series
of posttranslational modifications before it is secreted from the
cell. A short signal peptide sequence (SS) is responsible for the
translocation of Hh into the ER. Once there, an autocatalytic pro-
cessing reaction takes place to generate both the Hedge and Hog
domains. The cleavage reaction is mediated by the Hog domain
(HhC), which also couples cholesterol covalently to the C-terminus
of the Hedge domain (HhN). A second lipid modification that in-
corporates palmitic acid occurs at the N-terminus cysteine that is
exposed after signal peptide cleavage.
The association of HhN with
lipoproteins (the major lipid car-
riers in circulation) have been
proposed as another mechanism
for the release of dually lipi-
dated HhN in vertebrates and in-
vertebrates [37, 51, 52]. HhN
oligomers can interact with hep-
aran sulfate (HS) proteoglycans
(HSPGs) which enables them to
assemble into lipoprotein parti-
cles. Release of these particles
from the cell surface might be me-
diated by the phospholipase C-
like protein Notum, which cleaves
the glycosylphosphatidylinositol
(GPI) anchors from the glypicans
(a type of HSPGs) [53], acting as
vehicles for long-range transport
[54].
Lipoprotein-associated forms of
HhN and ShhN have been ob-
served in systemic circulation
of fruit flies and humans [52].
It is unclear, however, whether
lipoproteins are present in the ex-
tracellular space of early embry-
onic tissues, and thus whether they play a role in Hh signaling at that stage.
The Dispatched (Disp) [55, 56] and the Scube family of proteins seem to be also required
for HhN long-range signaling. Disp is a multispanning membrane protein, belongs to the
RND family of transporters [57] and is required for the secretion of cholesterol-modified
HhN proteins from vertebrate cell surfaces. The Scube family [58] consists of the se-
creted proteins Scube1, Scube2, and Scube3. Scube2 may be involved in the transport
or stability of HhN ligand in the extracellular space [59, 60]. Disp and Scube recognize
different structural aspects of cholesterol, suggesting a handoff mechanism for transfer-
ring HhN from Disp to Scube. Thus, they cooperate to promote the release of HhN from
the cell surface [61, 38]. It is unclear in which cellular compartment Disp is required, but
it is tempting to speculate that Disp transfers cholesterol-modified HhN to Scube2 at the
plasma membrane, so that the cholesterol anchor of HhN is shielded from the aqueous
environment. How the hydrophobic character of dual lipid adducts is accommodated in
the soluble form of HhN released by Disp/Scube remains to be determined. One possi-
bility is the formation of a micelle-like complex with a hydrophobic core of interacting
lipids, as previously suggested by Ref. [36, 44]. Also, the mechanism by which the Disp
and Scube proteins promote long-range Hh signaling is unknown.
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Besides the soluble multimers, lipoproteins and Disp/Scube proteins models some reports
have suggested that the release and activity of modified HhN proteins is dependent on
sheddase-mediated removal of N-terminal amino acids and palmitate [62–64] by ADAM
proteins [65]. The authors propose a model where specifically ShhN multimers are pro-
duced as biological inactive forms with the zinc center mostly blocked by the N-terminal.
Shedding of both N and C-terminals results in the mobilization and activation of ShhN
multimers. Alternatively, HhN may be transported in extracellular vesicular particles called
exovesicles [66, 67]. ShhN has also been observed in exovesicles derived from apical mi-
crovilli budding at the surface of the mouse ventral node during embryonic development.
So far, all models described above are based in the association of HhN either with itself or
other proteins. It is worth mentioning that monomeric forms of HhN have been detected
in the extracellular matrix (ECM) in presence or absence of N and C-terminal lipids [68],
but how a doubly lipid-modified protein could remain soluble as a monomer has not been
explained to date.
The apparent diversity in the release of HhN might reflect the several functions of this
morphogen. Obviously, the number of potential interactants in the ECM is vast and any
changes therein could influence the way that HhN propagates. How the HhN morphogen
travels from the signaling cells to the target cells requires further investigation. Besides,
additional studies are required to determine whether similar or distinct mechanisms are
used in different tissues and whether this reflects the distance that HhN needs to travel
or a specific tissue substrate through which HhN needs to act.
1.2.3 Role of dual lipidations in the amino-terminal domain
The connection among Hh signaling and lipid molecules attached to the HhN domain was
recognized since a few years ago. However, the roles of both cholesterol and palmitic acid
in the Hh pathway are still under debate. An important issue that currently is not totally
clarified is whether various lipid modifications forms of HhN proteins possess different
biological activities in vivo.
In general, the formation of the highest molecular-weight HhN complexes depends on
both palmitoylation of the N-terminus and cholesterol modification of the C-terminus
[69]. Consistent with this, the biochemical analysis of vertebrate ShhN expressed in tissue
culture cells indicates that lipid modification promotes the formation of freely diffusible
multimeric complexes [36, 46]. HhN proteins lacking these two lipid modifications result
in a deficient secretion and spreading of the morphogen throughout the ECM [46, 70–73].
Cholesterol-mediated clustering may also promote interactions between HhN and other
membrane-associated molecules such as HSPGs [69]. While the role of cholesterol in
processing and trafficking of HhN proteins is well established [45, 74], a recent study
suggests that it may not be absolutely required for activity [75].
Mutation of the N-terminal cysteine to serine (C24S in human ShhN) results in mutant
forms that do not undergo palmitoylation and show reduced patterning activity in the
mouse limb and neural tube [44, 76, 77].
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1.2.4 Protein modulators of the signaling
Besides Ptc, many other proteins that bind HhN in the ECM or on the cell surface have
been identified. Once released into the ECM, HhN may interact with a number of differ-
ent proteins that modulate the signaling: the interference hedgehog protein family (Ihog
in fly and its vertebrate homolog (Cdo) Cell adhesion molecule related/downregulated
by oncogenes) [78], HSPGs [79], Growth-arrest-specific gene 1 (Gas1) [80, 81] and the
hedgehog-interacting protein (Hhip) [82]. Ihog/Cdo and HSPGs act as crucial modulators
in both vertebrates and invertebrates, while Gas1 and Hhip are vertebrate-specific. The
extracellular regulation of signaling is more complex in vertebrates than in invertebrates.
A summary of all proteins implicated in receiving or modulating Hh signaling is shown in
Figure 1.4.
Ihog/Cdo-HhN: Ihog/Cdo proteins function as co-receptors with Ptc positively regulating
Hh signaling [83–85]. Ihog encodes a protein with four extracellular Immunoglobulin (Ig)
domains, two extracellular fibronectin type III (FNIII) domains, a transmembrane domain,
and a C-terminal tail with no significant homology to other proteins. The Drosophila
genome contains a related gene, named brother of Ihog (Boi). Ihog localizes to the cell
surface, and both Ihog and Boi bind HhN through the first (Fn1) and second (Fn2) FNIII
domain in a heparin-dependent manner [84, 86]. Nevertheless, the mode that Ihog binds
HhN is not conserved across different phyla [87], suggesting that the Ihog-like binding
mode was lost in mammals [88]. The closest vertebrate homologs of Ihog are Cdo and
Brother of Cdo (Boc) and both bind vertebrate Hh proteins in the same manner [89].
Cdo is composed of five Ig domains followed by three FNIII repeats (an additional FNIII
repeat relative to Ihog and Boi), a membrane-spanning region, and a cytoplasmic tail
[90]. Sequence conservation clearly indicates that the second and third FNIII repeats of
Cdo/Boc (Fn2 and Fn3) are homologous to the two Ihog/Boi FNIII repeats (Fn1 and Fn2,
respectively) [91], but the third FNIII repeat (CdoFn3) appears to be most important for
binding ShhN. The interaction between ShhN and CdoFn3 was revealed by McLellan et al.
[87]. Such interaction requires calcium and is weakened at low pH [88].
Hhip-HhN: Hhip is a highly conserved, vertebrate-specific inhibitor of HhN signaling. It
is a 700-residue protein that contains a predicted N-terminal Frizzled-like cysteine-rich
domain (Fz) followed by a b-propeller region, two epidermal growth factor (EGF) repeats,
and it is attached to the cell surface by a 22 amino acid C-terminal hydrophobic region.
Hhip binds all three vertebrate Hh ligands (Shh, Ihh and Dhh) with nanomolar affinity
[92]. In order to interact with Hh proteins Hhip adopts a lollipop-like shape with the
b-propeller disc attached to an EGF repeat stem; where the binding site is localized at
the periphery of the b-propeller domain, distant from the EGF stalk. In contrast to the
Cdo–HHN complex, the Hhip-HhN interaction is centered on the zinc binding site, rather
than the calcium binding site. More specifically, the zinc binding site of HhN proteins
is occupied by a loop from the inhibitor, that is the most energetically important of the
interacting loops [93, 94]. This interaction is mediated by D383 of Hhip, which explains
the significant loss of binding affinity and decreased activity upon chelation of Zn2+ or
mutation of D383. Examination of sequence similarities between Ptc and Hhip reveals
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a common motif in the second ectodomain of Ptc which is similar to the loop in Hhip
that contacts the zinc center. It has been proposed that Hhip inhibits Hh signaling by
competing directly with Ptc for HhN binding. Cdo was also shown to compete with Hhip
[87]. Although Hhip and Cdo have very different orientations relative to the Hh ligand,
there is a considerable overlap of the binding surfaces on HhN that makes plausible the
previous finding.
Gas1-HhN: Gas1 gene encodes a 45kDa GPI-anchored cell surface protein that is struc-
turally related to the glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor family receptor (GFR) and binds
ShhN with high affinity (Kd 6nM). It was initially described as a binding factor that an-
tagonizes HhN signaling when it is overexpressed [95]. However, the most recent work
clearly implicates Gas1 as a positive regulator of the Hh signaling in multiple develop-
mental contexts by acting cooperatively with Ptc and/or Cdo for HhN binding [81, 96].
These studies presented a model in which Gas1 helps to transform the Hh protein gradi-
ent into the observed activity gradient and suggested that Gas1 is an evolutionary novel
vertebrate-specific Hh pathway regulator. In addition, McLellan et al. [87] suggest that
an intact and accessible calcium binding site on ShhN is required to mediate interactions
between ShhN and Gas1.
Figure 1.4: Hh binding partners which have been characterized to date. Multiple cell surface proteins have
been implicated in receiving or modulating responses to Hh signals; proteins that are positive or negative
regulators of Hh pathway activity are indicated by (+) or (-), respectively. In color are shown, domains for
which high-resolution structures have been determined. DlP (Dally-like protein), note that all other acronyms
are listed in the beginning of the document. Source: Beachy et., al [89].
HSPGs-HhN: Heparan sulfate polysaccharides are glycosaminoglycan (GAG) characterized
by alternating D-glucuronic acid or L-iduronic acid and D-glucosamine units, which may
be sulfated at different positions [97]. As a result, a simple octasaccharide can have over
one million different sulfation sequences [98]. In nature, GAGs chains rarely occur as
free entities but rather form covalent complexes with specific “core” proteins [99, 100].
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The composite glycoproteins constitute the superfamily of HSPGs and they can be found
on the cell surface and in the ECM [101, 102]. HSPGs are the major component of the
ECM in mammals [103] and although heparin (its degree of sulfation is higher than HS) is
commonly used to study interactions between signaling molecules and GAGs, it is worth
mentioning that HS is the most likely physiological partner [104].
Studies in Drosophila and vertebrates have demonstrated the crucial roles of HSPGs in
these signaling pathways during development [105, 106]. HSPGs are involved in the
stabilization of HhN oligomers, and this stabilization is linked to the long-range spread
of Hh [53]. Protecting HhN oligomers from degradation is likely to be required for the
accumulation of HhN at the surface of producing cells, which is sufficient to yield an
accurate gradient. If this threshold is not reached, the slope of the gradient will be
affected, and the distance of target gene expression reduced. HSPGs also appear to be
involved in the planar spread of HhN, as HSPGs keep HhN at the cell surface, preventing
its dispersal into the extracellular space. Concentration of these signals near the cell
surface might be especially important in developing epithelial tissues to prevent the
release of ligand from the epithelial surface into the lumen [107]. Alternatively, HSPGs may
participate in releasing Hh ligand from producing cells (see subsection 1.2.2). The effect of
HSPGs on Hh signaling may be positive or negative and may affect either responsiveness
to Hh or the tissue distribution of Hh [108].
HhN proteins interact with HSPGs through a cluster of positively charged residues within
the N-terminal region [109] that allows for electrostatic interactions between the positive
charges on the protein and the negatively charged sulfates of HSPGs. This cluster of
residues composes the called Cardin-Weintraub motif (CW) proposed as BBBXXBB, where
B is a lysine or arginine (with a very rare occurrence of histidine) and X is a hydrophobic
residue [110]. In the case of human ShhN, this region consists of residues K32-K38.
Mutations of amino acids within this highly conserved motif eliminates the high affinity
interaction of HhN with various HSPGs but do not abolish completely the binding [46, 48,
109] suggesting that other motifs may mediate the interaction between Hh and HSPGs in
addition to this Cardin-Weintraub sequence. A recent study performed by Whalen et al.
[111] reveals another GAG binding common to all HhN proteins that comprises residues
K87, R123, R153, R155 and K178 (human ShhN nomenclature). These results suggest a
two-site model for HhN-GAGs interactions. In addition, solution competition studies on
ShhN showed that the minimum size of a heparin oligosaccharide capable to interact with
ShhN is larger than an octasaccharide [112].
1.2.5 Dysregulation of the pathway
The role of Hh signaling in various developing tissues explains why genetic defects in
the pathway lead to several congenital abnormalities [42]. For instance, the aberrant
activation of the pathway can have important roles in the initiation and growth of cancer
[113, 114] while decreased activity can result in developmental malformations. It has been
estimated that 25% of all human tumors require Hh signaling to maintain tumor cell vi-
ability [115]. Aberrations in the Gli protein family can cause the Pallister–Hall syndrome.
This complex genetic disease involves polydactyly (additional fingers or toes) and other
abnormalities such as a short nose with flat nasal bridge, and cleft palate [116, 117].
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Genetic mutations represent the major source of Hh signaling abnormalities causing con-
genital dimorphism in humans. Missense mutations in the Shh gene have been associated
with Holoprosencephaly (HPE) while mutations in Ihh with Brachydactyly type A-1 (BDA1).
These mutations can be classified as alterations in the amino-terminal domain, which
affect either the secretion or activity of the signaling domain.
Holoprosencephaly (OMIM entry: 236100): Is an etiologically heterogenous condition with
teratogenic and genetic factors, it occurs with a frequency of 1 in 16,000 live births and
1 in every 250 during early embryogenesis [118, 119]. HPE is caused by impaired midline
cleavage of the embryonic forebrain and is the most common defect of the forebrain
and midface in human [120, 121]. The most severe form is cyclopia, and the mildest
phenotype is a single upper central incisor. However, the disease is highly heterogeneous
and can also be associated with abnormalities such as microcephaly, mental retardation
and epilepsy [122].
Shh was the first gene identified to cause HPE in mice and humans from nonsense muta-
tions or deletions that result in loss of function [123, 124]. Mutations on Shh chromosome
7q36 account for a significant proportion of autosomal dominant HPE [125]. In this re-
gard, various missense mutations in human Shh (G132R, D88V, N115K, W117G, W117R)
have been reported and linked to HPE [126, 127].
Brachydactyly type A-1 (OMIM entry: 112500): The term brachydactyly is derived from the
ancient Greek and means ”short digits”. It forms part of the group of limb malformations
characterized by bone dysostosis and can occur either as an isolated malformation or
as a part of a complex malformation syndrome [128]. To date, many different forms of
brachydactyly have been identified e.g., A1, A2, A3, A4, B, C, D [129]. Particularly, BDA1
was the first disorder to be described as an autosomal dominant Mendelian trait [130] in
humans and in 1951 was classified by Bell [131] as type A1.
Figure 1.5: BDA type A1 phenotype of an
affected individual. Middle phalanges of
all digits are variably short or rudimen-
tary and are occasionally fused with termi-
nal phalanges. The proximal phalanges of
the thumbs and big toes are short. Figure
adapted from Ref. [132].
In BDA1, middle phalanges of all digits are variably
short or rudimentary and occasionally, are fused
with terminal phalanges (Figure 1.5). The proximal
phalanges of the thumbs and big toes are short;
affected individuals tend to be of shorter stature
in adulthood [133]. BDA1 can be caused by muta-
tions in the Ihh gene located on different loci that
affect the capacity and range of the signaling; this
is consistent with the fact that Ihh is involves in
the development of the endochondral skeleton of
vertebrates [134]. The proximity of all reported mu-
tations in human Ihh: E95K, E95G, D100E, D100N,
R128Q, T130N, E131K, T154I and R158C [132, 135–
140] suggests that they may reside in a region of
particular importance for the normal functioning of
the growth plate during development. Multiple mutations in codon 95 and 100 indicate
that these codons may be mutational hot spots [133].
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1.3 Distinctive structural features of Hedgehog proteins
The first crystal structure of the N-terminal domain of murine ShhN (without lipid mod-
ifications) was determined in 1995 [141]. It shows a relatively globular domain of a+b
sandwich core composed of two a-helices and six b-strands decorated by extensive loop
regions. The presence of a zinc ion tetrahedrally coordinated bound at the bottom of a
solvent-accessible cleft was also shown. The arrangement of Zn2+ is very similar to that
of zinc hydrolases such as thermolysin and carboxypeptidase A [142]. However, about
13 years later, McLellan et al. revealed (in addition to the zinc center) the presence of a
double calcium binding site buried at the interface with CDO [87]. The two metal centers
are separated by a distance of about 1.1 nm and connected by a long loop between
two antiparallel b-sheets. Although in the beginning, the zinc center was found to be a
potential catalytic site no enzymatic activity has been uncovered so far. Besides, the role
of calcium ions is not fully understood yet. A list of all X-ray structures available in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB) [143] is shown in Appendix B.
In this section, a detailed description of the peculiarities of both zinc and calcium binding
sites is given.
1.3.1 Zinc binding site
Zinc unlike other first row transition metals does not participate in redox reactions which
makes it a stable ion in a biological medium. In proteins, zinc can play a catalytic or
structural role. In catalytic sites, Zn2+ acts as a Lewis acid and is found bound usually
to water and preferentially to His, followed by Glu/Asp and then Cys. In structural sites
Zn2+ can stabilize or induce the folding of proteins and is bound preferentially to Cys
rather than to His [144].
As is shown in Figure 1.7A, Zn2+ in murine ShhN is coordinated by H141, D148, and H183
with a water molecule acting as the fourth ligand. Based on the previous comments,
the zinc arrangement is more similar to catalytic sites rather than structural ones. The
question of whether Zn2+ played a pivotal catalytic role in the Hh signaling pathway
was addressed by different authors [145, 146] about two decades ago. Mutagenesis
studies ruled out this possibility proving that Hh vertebrate homologs act as a ligand for
Ptc containing a pseudo-active site and not as a proteolytic enzyme with respect to Hh
signaling. Moreover, loss of the zinc decreases Hh stability.
Despite no enzymatic activity has been ascribed to date to Hh morphogen, the zinc ar-
rangement is known to occur in other zinc proteases. All proteins that share such a zinc
arrangement have been grouped into a new family called LAS (from Lysostaphin-type
enzymes, D-Ala-D-Ala metallopeptidases and Sonic hedgehog) [147]. The LAS group com-
prises six structurally characterized protein families with no significant overall sequence
similarity [148–153]. The three amino acid ligands of the zinc ion occur in the order His,
Asp and His having a large gap in sequence between the second and third Zn2+ ligand.
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Figure 1.6: Zinc and calcium binding sites are highly conserved along the Hh family. Residue conservation of HhN is shown after the
alignment of 383 sequences (Pfam ID:PF01085). Calcium and zinc ligands are highlighted by black stars and triangles respectively.
Residues proposed to be involved in the putative catalytic mechanism of Hh proteins are marked as red diamonds, note that residue
E127 coordinated the calcium ions and might act in the catalysis too. Amino acids are colored according to their chemical properties:
polar (green), basic (blue), acidic (red) and hydrophobic (black). Sequence logo was generated with WebLogo [154].
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Figure 1.7: Schematic 2-D representation of the zinc (A) and the double calcium (B) binding sites in murine ShhN. The illustration
is based on the X-ray structure, 3d1m. Shown are residues that directly coordinate the metals, as well as, water molecules. Oxygen
atoms are in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, and carbon atoms in grey. LigPlot+ program [155, 156] was used to generate the plot.
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The structural similarity between the Hh zinc binding site and the active site of zinc
hydrolases strongly suggests that these classes of proteins are evolutionarily related [94].
Nevertheless, the fact that this site is conserved in all known Hh proteins (see Figure 1.6)
except in Drosophila (in which two of the three zinc ligands are not conserved) have
caused a great controversy. A plausible explanation regarding the Hh function might be
that the presence of this zinc binding site in vertebrates can introduce an additional level
of regulation in the signaling pathway, e.g., the interaction between Hhip inhibitor and
Hh that is missing in Drosophila (subsection 1.2.4).
1.3.2 Calcium binding site
Figure 1.8: Proximity of residues accounting for BDA1 and HPE
diseases. In despite of, not all residues contact directly the cal-
cium ions they reside in a region nearby. Amino acids carrying
mutations that have been reported to cause BDA1 are in gray color
(carbon atoms) while other causing HPE are depicted in orange.
Oxygen and nitrogen atoms are colored in red and blue respec-
tively. Residues are labeled according to mouse ShhN nomencla-
ture and shown in stick and mesh representations. Metal ions
are visible as zinc (slate) and calciums (green) spheres.
The double calcium binding site
from murine ShhN protein is
shown in Figure 1.7B. Coordina-
tion of both calcium ions is dom-
inated by side chain carboxy-
late oxygens from Asp and Glu
residues (E90, E91, D96, E127,
D130, D132) but main chain car-
bonyl group of Thr (T126) and wa-
ter oxygens are also present. The
level of conservation of the seven
calcium coordinating residues in
Hh sequences suggests that cal-
cium binding is a common prop-
erty of Hh proteins (Figure 1.6).
Ca1 (left side in Figure 1.7B) ex-
hibits an almost perfect pentag-
onal bipyramid geometry formed
by eight ligands all of which are
protein oxygen atoms. Moreover,
E91 and E96 occupy positions as
bidentate ligands with Ca-O-C an-
gles of about 90. Structural sim-
ilarities between Ca1 binding site
and the canonical EF-hand motif
can be appreciated if the com-
position of the first one is ana-
lyzed according to the description
of calcium binding proteins provided by Kirberger et al. [157]. Some criteria as ligand
preference, geometry, coordination number and angles are in agreement. Nevertheless,
unlike the EF-hand motif which is a continuous binding site, the residue ligands in Ca1
site are distant from each other within the sequence. In contrast to Ca1, in Ca2 (right
side in Figure 1.7B) three water oxygen ligands coordinate the metal ion, and is more
exposed to the solvent. The distance between the two calcium ions is about 0.4 nm.
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Despite the weak affinity (Kd  100 µM) [87] of the calcium binding site, several studies
have shown that Ca2+ is important for optimal interactions between HhN and different
binding partners [87, 88, 93, 94, 158].
The role of Hh signaling in various developing tissues explains why genetic defects in
the pathway lead to several severe congenital abnormalities. Interestingly, most of the
missense mutations that cause HPE and BDA1 map to this calcium binding site (see Figure
1.8). The introduction of D88V (D89V in mouse) mutation into ShhN abolishes binding to
Cdo and decreases binding to Hhip, Gas1, and Ptc [122]. Some BDA1 mutations in residues
that directly coordinated the Ca2+ in Ihh or their equivalents in Shh also eliminates
binding to Cdo and decreases binding to Hhip and Ptc [87]. Taking into account the
multiple partners in the Hh signaling and their role as positive or negative regulators, the
phenotypic effects caused by HPE and BDA1 mutations can be a complex mix of gain and
loss of function.
1.4 General remarks on the Hedgehog signaling
The conserved but unusual way in which Hh ligands are generated and released from cells;
the differences observed in the binding modes of vertebrate and invertebrate Hh proteins
and their homologous coreceptors, Cdo and Ihog; the discovery in the beginning of a zinc
site in Hh proteins with striking similarity to zinc hydrolases implying a hydrolytic activity
as a Hh function that was discounted later on by mutagenesis studies; the surprising
identification of a conserved double-calcium center just 1.1 nm away from the zinc site;
the regulation of Smo by Ptc and the existence of multiple cofactors capable of modulating
responses to Hh are just a few of many issues to keep in mind when about Hh signaling
is argued.
Addressing these issues have represented a challenge for the scientific community (in
terms of knowledge) in the last twenty years. Despite the advances, however, there are
still large gaps in our comprehension of the Hh signaling and many unsolved questions.
Given the number and complexity of Hh pathway components, and the intertwined pro-
cesses of modulating Hh distribution and responsiveness, so far is difficult to develop
a complete molecular view of the nature of interactions between Hh proteins and their
partners.
Understanding this important signaling pathway is crucial for developing new therapeutic
strategies to target the medical consequences of its dysregulation and for characterize
new interactions. Clearly, there is a long way to go.
1.5 Motivation and aims of the current research
The development and application of new experimental techniques in the last years make
possible that genetic data and biochemical studies highlighted the importance of both,
zinc and calcium metal binding sites on Hh family proteins (ShhN vertebrate homolog is
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one of the most studied). Nevertheless, so far the function of these metal ions is not fully
understood and is widely debated. For instance, the following basic questions remain
unclear: What role do calcium ions play in maintaining the ShhN structure?, Is the zinc ion
only implicated in the stability of ShhN despite this metal center resembles a catalytic site?,
It would be possible that ShhN is a Ca2+ activated LAS peptidase?.
The importance of addressing these questions might be relevant to shed light on the
rules governing Hh signaling pathway. Therefore, the goal of the current work was to
derive theoretical insights into these questions, giving guidance for the development of
new experimental studies. To accomplish such a task, different computational tools, in
particular, molecular dynamics approaches were applied.
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“After all, when
you are in love, you
want to tell the
world. The idea
that scientists should
not talk about their
science to the
public seems to me
bizarre.”
– Carl Sagan –
CHAPTER 2
APPLICATION OF MOLECULAR
DYNAMICS METHODS
IN THE STUDY
OF BIOMOLECULES
2.1 Brief overview of computational methods
One of the major biological and biophysical interests is to investigate and understand
the basis of protein structure and function whereas protein function is intimately linked
to its dynamic nature. The use of theoretical methods or computational approaches has
become a valuable tool to provide accurate answers in this regard, often more easily
than experiments [159]. Computational approaches to calculate potential energy may be
divided into two broad categories:
Quantum Mechanics (QM) approaches [160] are a very precise way to get a physical
description of your system. QM explicitly represents the electrons in a calculation and
thus is specially useful to investigate chemical reactions in which bonds are formed and
broken or any molecular system where electronic effects are dominant. Nowadays, they
are considered as the highest level of theory that can achieved. Nevertheless, here
we face a problem: the size of the biomolecules (e.g., proteins). Typical biomolecular
systems are often too large to be treated with QM. Even when some electrons could be
ignored still a large number of particles must be considered and therefore the calculation
is time-consuming. The next question arise then: How do we handle, from a theoretical
point of view, a system containing a significant number of atoms, such as proteins? The
answer bring us to the second category.
Molecular Mechanics (MM) approaches [161] have been successfully applied to model large
biomolecules. In general terms, the MM model consists of spherical atoms connected by
springs which represent bonds (Figure 2.1). It uses simple potential-energy functions
(e.g., harmonic oscillator or Coulombic potentials) which are described at the nuclear
level by the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Nuclei and electrons are lumped together
and treated as unified atom-like, in other words; the electron motion is averaged out
2.2. Molecular dynamics theory
during nuclear motion, and thus electrons are not explicity represented.
The object of MM is to predict the energy associated with a given conformation of a
molecule. However, MM energies have no meaning as absolute quantities. Only differ-
ences in energy between two or more conformations have meaning. The parameters that
are used in the energy calculations usually are derived from databases of structures that
have been developed by experimental and/or QM methods. MM approaches can be ap-
plied to different scenarios, such as: molecular structure refinement, molecular dynamics,
Monte Carlo simulations and ligand-docking simulations. The compromise among speed,
accuracy and precision makes MM approach computationally feasible for routine usage.
Figure 2.1: Balls and spring model. In
MM methods the molecules are represented
as systems of solid spheres connected via
springs.
In addition, to study the electronic behavior in
biomolecules, QM and MM are combined into one
calculation (Hybrid QM/MM methods) [162–164] that
models a large molecule (e.g., enzyme) using MM
and one crucial section of the molecule (e.g., active
site) with QM. This calculation is designed to be ef-
ficient in terms of accuracy and speed since only a
certain region needs to be modeled quantum me-
chanically.
In the present study, MM approaches and, in particular, molecular dynamics (MD) methods
[165] have been used. In systems where the motions and their development with time
are the primary interest, MD can provide the necessary information. To achieve such
a task GROMACS package (http://www.gromacs.org) version 4.5 [166] and BrownDye
software (http://browndye.ucsd.edu) [167] were utilized. In the next section, concepts
upon which MD methods are justified and implemented are discussed.
2.2 Molecular dynamics theory
A MD simulation is based on Newton´s equations of motion, allowing structural fluctua-
tions to be observed with respect to time. For a system of N interacting atoms:
Fi = miai, i = 1...N (2.1)
where Fi is the force exerted on particle i, mi and ai are the mass and the acceleration
of particle i respectively. The forces can also be expressed as the negative derivatives of
a potential function V with respect to the position of particle i (ri):
 dV
dri
= Fi (2.2)
Combining these two equations yields:
 dV
dri
= mi
d2ri
dt2
(2.3)
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The evolution of the simulated structure with respect to time is called trajectory and it
is calculated in small time steps through the integration of the equation 2.3. In practice,
due to the lack of analytical solutions, the trajectories are not directly obtained from
Newton´s equations. They must be solved numerically by different integration methods.
GROMACS utilizes by default the leap-frog algorithm [168] for this purpose (Figure 2.2).
First the velocities v are calculated at time t   12DT and these velocities are used tocalculate the positions r at time t. Positions and velocities are updated using the forces
F(t) determined by the positions at time t. Steps can be summarized as follows:
v

t+
1
2
Dt

= v

t  1
2
Dt

+
Dt
m
F(t)
r (t+ Dt) = r(t) + Dtv

t+
1
2
Dt

(2.4)
0 1 2
r rv
t
Figure 2.2: The leap-frog integration method. In this
way, the velocities (v) leap over the positions (r), then
the positions leap over the velocities.
The advantages of this algorithm is that
the velocities are explicitly calculated and
it does not require the calculation of the
differences of large numbers. However,
the disadvantage is that velocities are not
calculated at the same time as the posi-
tions. The equations of motion are deter-
ministic, which means that the positions
and the velocities at time zero determine
the positions and velocities at all other
times.
Once the trajectory is ready, the average
values of many macroscopic properties can
be extracted. It is important to note that MD simulations generate information at the
microscopic level. The conversion of this microscopic information to macroscopic ob-
servables (e.g., pressure, energy, heat capacities) is made via statistical mechanics. It
provides the rigorous mathematical expressions that relate the distribution and motion
of the atoms and molecules to macroscopic properties.
2.2.1 Empirical force field models
In the context of molecular modeling, the potential function form V and the parameters
used to describe intermolecular and intramolecular interactions are termed empirical force
field (FF). The term empirical refers to the number of substantial approximations that are
applied. Empirical FFs are the main tool of MD simulations. Most FFs are similar in
the types of terms they contain, however, the direct transfer of parameters from one FF
to another is generally not valid. The main differences between the various FFs result
from the diverse approach used to derive the individual parameters [169]. One important
feature is the transferability of a FF. It enables to transfer parameters developed from data
on small molecules to a series of related molecules or much larger molecules rather than,
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having to define a new set of parameters for each individual molecule [170]. Examples
of FFs developed primarily for MD of macromolecules are: AMBER [171], CHARMM [172],
OPLS-AA [173, 174] and GROMOS [175]. In this study, the GROMOS-96 FF [176, 177] has
been used to perform the MD simulations. This is a united atom FF, i.e. without explicit
representation of non-polar hydrogens.
The potential energy function takes the form:
V(r) = å
bonds
1
4
Kb
 
b2   b20
2
+ å
angles
1
2
Kq (cos q   cos q0)2
+å
har
1
2
Kx (x   x0)2
+ å
torsions
Kf (1+ cos(d)cos(mf))
+ å
nonb
"
C12ij
r12ij
 
C6ij
r6ij
#
+
qiqj
4pe0e1
1
rij
(2.5)
where r is the (3N-dimensional) position vector of the N atoms of the system. The first
four summations stand for bonded interactions based on a fixed list of atoms. They are
not exclusively pair interactions, but include 3 and 4-body interactions as well. A brief
description is given bellow.
The first summation models all covalent bonds in the molecular system not treated as
constraints where Kb is the force constant, and b and b0 are the instantaneous and ideal
lengths of bond n, respectively. Although the form is not harmonic, the force constants
are mostly derived from the harmonic ones used in GROMACS-87 [178]. The second
summation is a simplified function used to calculate bond angles in the molecular system
where Kq is the force constant, and q and q0 are the instantaneous and ideal values of
the bond angle n, respectively. The third summation stands for a special type of dihedral
interaction called improper dihedral. It is used to force atoms to remain in a plane or to
prevent transition to a configuration of opposite chirality (a mirror image). In equation
2.5 Kx is the force constant, and x and x0 are the instantaneous and ideal values of the
improper dihedral angle n, respectively. Improper dihedrals are commonly used in united
atom FFs and the simplest improper dihedral potential is a harmonic potential. Since the
potential is harmonic it is discontinuous but, since the discontinuity is chosen at 180
distance from x0 this will never cause problems. The fourth summation runs over a set of
torsional dihedral angles (for alkanes all) and its modeled by a simple periodic function.
Kf is the force constant, d is the phase shift, and m is the multiplicity.
Pairwise interactions are calculated in the final sum representing the non-bonded term.
The nonbonded interactions are computed on the basis of a neighbor list (a list of non-
bonded atoms within a certain radius), in which exclusions are already removed. In
principle, it models all atoms pairs, excluding atom pairs separated by one or two covalent
bonds and atom pairs separated by a distance beyond a given cut-off. The non-bonded
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energy accounts for van der Waals interactions (first term) and electrostatic interactions
(second term). Van der Waals interactions are modeled using the 6-12-Lennard-Jones
potential, where the repulsion and dispersion term are combined. The parameters C12ij
and C6ij determine the van der Waals interaction between atoms i and j. The electrostatic
contribution is modeled using a Coulombic potential depending on partial atomic charges
(qi and qj are the partial charges of atoms i and j). e0 is the dielectric permittivity of
the vacuum, e1 is the relative dielectric permittivity within the sphere of a cutoff radius
centered in atom i. In general, van der Waals interactions occur at short-range while
electrostatic interactions dominate at long-range.
A detailed description of the parameterization aspects of the GROMOS-96 FF can be found
in Ref [177].
2.2.2 Optimized Lennard-Jones parameters for Ca2+ interactions
As was mentioned in subsection 2.2.1, FFs are based on numerous approximations and
derived from different types of theoretical and experimental data. In classical MM, FF
parameters for ions and proteins are usually constructed to reproduce thermodynamic
properties such as enthalpies or solvation rather than kinetic properties. Often, for specific
ion-ligand interaction, FFs use heuristic combination rules which may lead to inaccurate
values [179].
Project and collaborators [180], have demonstrated by MD simulations of systems con-
taining Ca2+ ions and proteins, that inconsistencies in different FFs are due to improper
parameterization of the ion-carboxylate interactions. Although, a detailed description of
the referenced work is beyond the scope of this study, we note that they have tested and
further ruled out the possibility that solvent-Ca2+ interactions or protein-solvent interac-
tions were responsible for the significant differences observed among the FFs. Hence, they
were focused on selecting better parameters for the direct reaction between the calcium
ion and the carboxylate oxygens. For GROMOS-96 FF the set (C6 = 2.0  10 3 kJ/mol nm6
and C12 = 1.67  10 6 kJ/mol nm12) was recommended. The new set of Lennard-Jones
parameters successfully reproduces experimental pKa values without affecting any other
aspect of the simulation. Therefore, in the present study this set instead of the sets
obtained from the standard combination rules has been used to model the Ca2+-protein
interactions.
2.2.3 Periodic boundary conditions
MD is typically applied to systems containing thousands of atoms. The classical manner to
minimize edge effects in a finite system is to apply periodic boundary conditions (PBC).
In this way, it ensure that all simulated atoms are surrounded by neighboring atoms,
whether those neighbors are images or not.
The system is assumed to be composed of the central cell surrounded by its exact replicas
to model a macroscopic sample. The image cells not only have the same size and shape
as the central cell but also contain atoms that are simply images of the atoms simulated
in that cell (see Figure 2.3). Atoms can freely enter or leave any cell, thus, there are no
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boundaries of the system. When atoms leave the cell, their images simultaneously enter
the cell through the opposite face. Therefore the shape of the cells must be space-filling.
The most common shape used to replicate the central cell is a cubic lattice. However,
PBC are not restricted to cubic systems, other geometries are available such as: the
rhombic dodecahedron and truncated octahedron. The former is the smallest space-
filling representation of a unit cell. Each of the 12 image cells is at the same distance.
The volume is 71% of the volume of a cube having the same image distance. This saves
about 29% of CPU-time when the user wants to simulate a spherical or flexible molecule
in solvent [181].
Figure 2.3: Periodic boundary conditions in two dimensions. The
primary cell is surrounded by its image cells. Molecules that leave
the cell will be replaced by their images entering the cell from the
opposite side.
The dimensions of the box should
be large enough to prevent that
molecules in one box do not in-
teract with their own images in
the neighboring box. Ideally, the
distance from the macromolecule
periphery to the box edge should
be no less than 1.0 nm for most
systems.
The number of image cells
needed in the system depends
on the range of intermolecular
forces. GROMACS uses PBC,
combined with the minimum im-
age convention: only one -the
nearest- image of each atom is
considered for short-range non-
bonded interaction terms. For
long-range electrostatic interac-
tions this is not always accurate
enough, and GROMACS therefore
also incorporates lattice summa-
tion methods such as Ewald sum-
mation [182] and Particle-mesh Ewald (PME) [183, 184].
Electrostatics: Calculation of long-range electrostatic interactions is the most time con-
suming part of MD simulations. As the number of charges in a system increases, the
number of Coulombic interactions will grow as the square of that number. Thus, it will re-
sult in a large number of interactions to evaluate. The application of truncation methods
is not recommended as this can lead to unstable systems where the Coulombic forces
acting on the atoms can be over or underestimated.
The PME method is one of the approaches to consider all electrostatic interactions over
the complete system in a computationally tractable manner and is substantially faster
than ordinary Ewald summation on medium to large systems. The algorithm employs
interpolation of reciprocal space Ewald sums from a grid and computation of convolu-
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tions using fast Fourier transforms. It gives more reliable energy estimates especially for
systems where counterions like Na+, Cl , Ca2+, etc. are used. This method offers a
theoretically rigorous approach to the evaluation of electrostatic interactions in infinite
periodic systems.
2.2.4 Explicit solvent model
In natural conditions, most proteins are immersed in aqueous solvent. Therefore, aqueous
solvent is commonly selected as the environment for the vast majority of simulations.
Due to the importance of solvent effects in the structure, stability, dynamics, and function
of biomolecules, a proper representation of the water molecules should be considered.
Explicit solvent models, which treat the solvent in atomic detail, are widely used in MD
simulations. The simplest model considers a water molecule as a rigid body and rely on
the non-bonded interactions.
Usually, FFs have been parametrized with one specific water model and it is recommend
not to use any other. For all GROMOS FFs this water model is SPC [185]. Neverthe-
less, studies have revealed that the SPC/E water model [186] performs best in water box
simulations [187] and it is better for use with the long-range electrostatics methods.
As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the SPC/E is a rigid three center point charge model with
OH distance of 0.1 nm and H-O-H angle equal to 109.47 (the model assumes an ideal
tetrahedral shape instead of the known geometry of the water molecule). Charges on the
oxygen and hydrogen equal to -0.8476 and +0.4238 e, respectively and with Lennard-
Jones parameters of oxygen-oxygen interaction according to equation 2.6: A=0.37122
(kJ/mol)1/6  nm and B=0.3428 (kJ/mol)1/12  nm.
VLJ =  

A
r
6
+

B
r
12
(2.6)
where r is the distance between two atoms.
The SPC/E model adds an average polarization correction term to the potential energy
function:
Epol =
1
2åi
 
m  m02
ai
(2.7)
where m is the dipole moment of the effectively polarized water molecule (2.35 D), m0 is
the dipole moment of an isolated molecule and ai is an isotropic polarizability constant.
The correction results in adding 5.22 kJ/mol to the total electrical energy. The SPC/E
model results in a better density and diffusion constant than the SPC model.
2.2.5 Implicit solvent model
While explicit solvent models offer some of the highest levels of detail, they generally
require extensive sampling to converge properties of interest. In practical situations, the
evaluation of the solvent-solvent interactions consumes a big part of the computational
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calculations, even though the primarily goal is the solute behavior. A more common
approach is therefore to use an implicit (continuum) model which generally replace the
explicit solvent with a dielectric continuum. The continuum representation of solvent also
significantly improves the computational speed and reduces errors in statistical averaging
that arise from an incomplete sampling of solvent conformations. These type of solvent
models have become popular for a variety of biomedical research problems, e.g., the
estimation of free energies of solvation [188].
0.4238
-0.8476
0.1 nm
109.04°
0.4238
Figure 2.4: The SPC/E explicit water model.
This is a three-site model very popular be-
cause of its simplicity and computational
efficiency. Geometry and parameters are
shown.
Generally, these models are divided in two cat-
egories: (1) polar solvations in which Poisson–
Boltzmann approaches [189] and Generalized Born
models [190] are often used to approximate polar
solute–solvent interactions by representing the sol-
vent with a simple dielectric continuum model and,
(2) nonpolar contributions [191] as attractive van
der Waals interactions with the solvent. In these
models, the nonpolar component of the solvation
energy is derived from the cost to form a cavity in
the solvent large enough to accommodate the so-
lute and, from the hydrophobic effects associated
with solvation of nonpolar solutes. Next, one of the
most popular continuum model for describing elec-
trostatic interactions between molecular solutes in
nonhomogeneous media is described.
Poisson-Boltzmann model: This model is based on the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann
equation. For systems where ions and water are both included in the solvent, it takes
the form:
~r 
h
e(~r)~ry(~r)
i
=  4pr f (~r)  4på
i
c¥i ziql(~r)e
 ziqy(~r)
kT (2.8)
where e(~r) represents the position dependent dielectric, y(~r) represents the electrostatic
potential, r f (~r) is the charge density of the solute, c¥i stands for the concentration of
the ion i at a distance of infinity from the solute, zi is the valence of the ion, q is the
charge of a proton, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and l(~r) describes
the accessibility to ions at points~r (often set to uniformly 1). In the Poisson–Boltzmann
approach all solute atoms are often considered explicitly as particles with low dielectric
constant with point partial charges at atomic positions. Typically, the dielectric constant
of the solute (protein or a nucleic acid) is in the range 2–4 while the solvent surrounding
the solute has a high dielectric constant (about 80) [192].
A number of numerical Poisson-Boltzmann equation solvers of varying generality and
efficiency have been developed [193, 194]. In this study, the APBS software package [195],
designed to efficiently evaluate electrostatic interactions of large biomolecules systems
has been used.
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2.2.6 Replication of experimental conditions
The incorporation of values that represent physical conditions such as pressure and tem-
perature into MD, allows that more realistic and biologically relevant simulations can be
performed. The systems can be described by thermodynamic ensembles that depend on
a few observable parameters, and which are in statistical equilibrium. The term ensemble
stands for a collection of points in phase space satisfying the conditions of a particular
thermodynamic state. The most widely simulated ensembles are: the canonical (NVT)
and isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensembles. In the NVT ensemble, the number of particles
(N), system volume (V) and temperature (T) are constant. Temperature is regulated via a
thermostat; in terms of an average of the kinetic energy. In the NPT ensemble, the num-
ber of particles (N), system pressure (P) and temperature (T) are fixed while the volume
is a variable. Most experimental conditions are of this type, hence the NPT ensemble is
commonly used for biomolecules.
Temperature coupling: GROMACS can use either the weak-coupling scheme of Berend-
sen [196], the extended ensemble Nosé-Hoover scheme [197, 198], or a velocity-rescaling
scheme [199] to simulate constant temperature. In the Berendsen weak-coupling method
velocities are rescaled deterministically after each step so that the system is forced to-
wards the desired temperature. This thermostat does not strictly fix the temperature, but
leads to exponential relaxation of instantaneous temperatures to a target one. It is best
applied during the early stages of equilibration, as it converges relatively quickly and
can be useful for stabilizing systems that may be far from equilibrium. The Nosé-Hoover
thermostat is an extended-system method for controlling the temperature of the simu-
lated system. It allows temperatures to fluctuate about an average value, and uses a
damping factor to control the oscillation of this temperature. This thermostat produces a
correct kinetic ensemble. However is appropriate to use it once the system has reached
the equilibrium. The velocity-rescaling thermostat is essentially a Berendsen thermostat
with an additional stochastic term that ensures a correct kinetic energy distribution and
it still has the advantage of the Berendsen thermostat: first order decay of temperature
deviations and no oscillations.
Pressure coupling: GROMACS supports both the Berendsen algorithm and the extended-
ensemble Parrinello-Rahman approach [200, 201] Berendsen barostat scales coordinates
and box vectors every step. It is important to note that although the Berendsen pressure
control algorithm yields a simulation with the correct average pressure, it does not yield
the exact NPT ensemble1. Parrinello-Rahman barostat is similar to the Nosé-Hoover tem-
perature coupling, and in theory gives the true NPT ensemble. Berendsen and Parrinello-
Rahman approaches can be combined with any of the temperature coupling methods
above.
1It is often advisable to perform equilibration using weak-coupling techniques for temperature and
pressure, especially if the system is far from equilibrium.
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2.3 Brownian Dynamics
2.3.1 Biomolecular association reactions
Many binding events in vivo are governed by kinetic rather than equilibrium binding
properties. For several binding partners, it is not sufficient to bind tightly, they must
also bind quickly. Fast association may enhance binding affinity [202], especially for pro-
teins involved in signaling pathways. The bimolecular binding process can be considered
to consist of two steps: diffusional association to form a diffusional encounter com-
plex (which is strongly affected by electrostatics interactions), followed by nondiffusional
rearrangement to form the fully bound complex.
In order to characterize the kinetic behavior of a reaction, it is desirable to determine
how the rate of reaction varies as the reaction progresses. The rate of reaction depends
on the product of the concentration of both species involved, which makes bimolecular
reactions second-order reactions. To better understand how the kinetic of two molecules
occurs some basic concepts will be introduced below.
Given a hypothetical chemical reaction:
A+ B  ! C
The general rate law is:
rate = k[A]x[B]y (2.9)
where [A] is the concentration of species A, x is the order with respect to species A. [B]
is the concentration of species B, y is the order with respect to species B, and k is the
rate constant. The rate of reaction is the change in concentration over the change in
time, rate refers to the speed at which a reactions occurs. The relationship between the
concentrations of species to the rate of a reaction is the reaction order. Once the rate law
of a reaction has been determined, that same law can be used to understand more fully
the composition of the reaction mixture. More specifically, the reaction order is the power
to which the concentration of that species is raised to. For the second-order reaction,
the rate of reaction is directly proportional to the product of two reactant concentrations
(or the square of one concentration).
rate = k[A][B] = k[A]2 (2.10)
As was mentioned above, many important biological reactions can be described using
second order kinetics. This information is especially useful for determining how a reaction
occurs. The observed rate constant of proteins associations comprise a wide range from
103 to 109 M 1s 1 [203].
In 1917, Smoluchowski [204] showed for the first time the theoretical result for the asso-
ciation rate constant of two spherical particles. Since that moment, different algorithms
have been developed [205, 206] to compute association rates for biomolecules. Brownian
dynamics (BD) is the primary method for the computational study of biomolecular diffu-
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sional association [207, 208]. BD is a diffusional analogue of MD where particles move
according to some equations of motion (just like MD). The interacting solute molecules
move in a viscous continuum solvent that exerts stochastic forces on the solute molecules.
This approach has been used by many groups [209–211].
2.3.2 BrownDye package for Brownian Dynamics
BrownDye algorithm computes the diffusional encounter of two large biomolecules. It
can be used to estimate second-order rate constants of two rigid bodies and encounter
probabilities. The solvent is modeled using continuum models (see subsection 2.2.5)
along with a simplified description of the macromolecules. The Brownian motion of the
macromolecules performs a random walk with no defined linear or angular velocities. The
general equation describing the motion has the form [212, 213]:
d
0BB@
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x2
f2
1CCA = dtkbTD 
0BB@
F1
T1
F2
T2
1CCA+p2dtS w +r  Ddt (2.11)
where the vectors x1, x2, f1, and f2 are the positions and orientations of the molecules,
dt is the time step size, T is the temperature, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, the matrix D is
a generalization of the diffusivity which can also depend on positions and orientations.
F1, F2, T1, T2 are the forces and torques respectively. The matrix S is the matrix square
root of D. The vector w comprises 12 independent random Gaussian variables, each with
zero mean, and unit variance and r is the gradient operator.
The forces in equation 2.11 are grouped in two categories: long-range and short-ranged.
For protein-protein association the dominant long-range force is provided by electrostatic
interactions. The electrostatic forces are computed from precomputed solutions to the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation describing the electric field around each molecule in isola-
tion:
r  [erf] =  r  lå
i
ciziexp

  zif
kbT

(2.12)
where f is the electric potential, e is the dielectric of the material (either solvent or
macromolecule), r is the permanent charge density in the macromolecule, and ci and zi
are the bulk concentration and charge of the ith ion species in the solvent. The factor l
depends on position. The electric potential around each molecule is typically computed
by using the APBS software package [195].
The short-ranged forces are also of two types. The default short-ranged force is simply
a hard-sphere exclusion force. If, two spheres on different molecules overlap after a
time step, the step is rejected. Browndye also includes an option to use Lennard–Jones
forces between spheres. This is described by the pairwise potential energy between two
spheres:
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V(r) = e

rm
r
12   2rm
r
6

(2.13)
where r is the intersphere distance, e is energy well depth, and rm is the sum of the two
radii.
Binding
Start
Start
over
Escape
Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of BD simu-
lations. A trajectory is started by positioning the
molecule centers a distance b (green spheres) from
each other, with randomly chosen orientations. The
molecules are stepped forward until they either react,
in which case the trajectory ends, or they attain a dis-
tance q (red sphere) slightly larger than b. A random
number is then used to decide whether the molecules
escape from each other, thereby ending the trajectory.
If they do not escape, they are placed at a distance b
from each other but, with the orientations drawn from
a specific probability distribution, and the trajectory
continues.
A rate constant can be computed from the
trajectories according to equation 2.11, be-
sides, the definition of a reaction criterion
to decide whether a reaction takes place
or not is required. BrownDye package
has implemented a newer version of the
Northrup– Allison–McCammon (NAM) algo-
rithm [205] called Luty-McCammon-Zhou
(LMZ) algorithm [214]. It allows the use
of a smaller q-radius (Figure 2.5), but ei-
ther places the smaller molecule back on
the b-sphere according to an analytically
computed probability distribution without
yet terminating the trajectory, or assum-
ing an escape and terminating the tra-
jectory. This implementation also takes
into account the change in orientation of
the smaller molecule during its presumed
journey from the q-sphere back to the b-
sphere, using an enhanced probability dis-
tribution that includes not only the new
starting position but also the time taken
to get there. In general, BD simulations
are performed as is described in Figure 2.5.
After the desired number of completed tra-
jectories has been generated (usually sev-
eral thousands), the rate constant is computed from the ratio of reacted versus escaped
trajectories [214]. Probabilities and rate constants are reported with 95% of confidence
intervals.
One of the limitations of this algorithm is the approximation of flexible molecules as rigid
bodies ruling out realistic simulations where fluctuations are important. However, it is
very useful for computing relative rates among different experimental conditions. BD is
computationally less expensive than other approaches and it is complementary to MD.
2.4 Analysis of trajectories
GROMACS offers plenty of analytical tools for the analysis of MD trajectories. In the
current section a summary of the most important tools used in this study is given.
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2.4.1 Root mean square deviation
The root mean square deviation (RMSD) is a quantity that can be used to estimate the
structural stability of a protein. By least-square fitting it allows to evaluate the deviation
of a given structure from the original starting structure over the course of the simulation.
Each structure in the trajectory is compared to a reference structure.
RMSD(t) =
"
1
M
N
å
i=1
mikri(t)  rre fi k2
# 1
2
(2.14)
where M = åi mi, and ri(t) is the position of atom i at time t. The fitting can use the
same group of atoms as the RMSD calculation or a different one, e.g., the RMSD can be
computed of the backbone only or the whole protein is fitted on the backbone atoms.
2.4.2 Root mean square fluctuation
The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) is a measure of the deviation between the
position of particle i and some reference position2:
RMSFi =
24 1
T
T
å
tj=1
jri(tj)  rre fi j2
35 12 (2.15)
where T is the time over which one wants to average and rre fi is the reference positionof the particle i. Since it give some insights into the mobility of the protein, is a valuable
tool to analyze the flexibility of a protein.
2.4.3 Temperature factors derived from RMSF
Temperature factors or also called B-factors can be computed as:
B =
8p2
3
RMSF2 (2.16)
The B-factors can be interpreted as indication of the relative vibrational motion of different
parts of the protein. Atoms with low B-factors belong to a part of the structure that is
well-ordered. Atoms with large B-factors generally belong to part of the structure that is
very flexible. The computed B-factors can be compared to X-ray crystal structure B-factors.
2Differences between RMSF and RMSD: The RMSF is averaged over time giving a value for each particle
i. The RMSD calculates the average over the particles giving time specific values.
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2.4.4 Cluster analysis
Clustering of MD trajectories can be performed using different methods. In this study,
the single-linkage algorithm was used. It is one of the several methods of agglomerative
hierarchical clustering where each element starts in its own cluster and at each step pairs
of clusters are merged until certain termination conditions are satisfied. The proximity
of two clusters is defined as the minimum distance between any two points in the two
clusters. The linkage function is described by the expression:
D(X,Y) = min
x2X,y2Y d(x, y) (2.17)
where X and Y are any two sets of elements considered as clusters, and d(x,y) denotes
the distance between the two elements x and y. This algorithm adds a structure to
a cluster when the distance to any element of the cluster is less than a certain RMSD
cutoff. Representative structures (cluster centers) are then selected for further analysis.
The center of a cluster is the structure with the smallest average RMSD from all other
structures of the cluster.
2.4.5 Principal Components Analysis
Through Principal Components Analysis (PCA) -also called covariance analysis- one can
determine what internal motions contribute the most to the overall dynamics of the
protein. In a system of N atoms, there are 3N-6 modes of possible internal fluctuations
(six degrees of freedom are required to describe the external rotation and translation of
the system). It uses the covariance matrix C of the atomic coordinates:
Cij =

M
1
2
ii (xi   hxii)M
1
2
jj(xj   hxji)

(2.18)
where M is a diagonal matrix containing the masses of the atoms (mass-weighted analysis)
or the unit matrix (non-mass weighted analysis). C is a symmetric 3N x 3N matrix, which
can be diagonalized with an orthonormal transformation matrix R:
RTCR = diag(l1,l2,    ,l3N) where l1  l2     l3N (2.19)
The columns of R are the eigenvectors, also called principal or essential modes. R defines
a transformation to a new coordinate system. The trajectory can be projected on the
principal modes to give the principal components pi(t):
p(t) = RTM
1
2 (x(t)  hxi) (2.20)
The eigenvalue (li) is the mean square fluctuation of principal component i. The first few
principal modes often describe collective, global motions in the system. The trajectory
can be filtered along one (or more) principal modes.
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2.4.6 Buried surface area calculation
Probe sphere
van der Waals
surface
accessible 
surface
Figure 2.6: Solvent-accessible surface area
of a molecule. The accessible surface is
drawn with dashed lines and is created
by tracing the center of the probe sphere
(green) as it rolls along the van der Waals
surface (red).
The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) was
measured with the program NACCESS [215] which
implements the algorithm of Lee & Richard [216]. In
simple words, a protein is described by a set of sol-
vated van der Waals spheres, and a probe of given
radius is rolled around the surface of the molecule.
The SASA is calculated then as the surface traced
out by the center of the probe (see Figure 2.6). In
this work, a probe of 0.14 nm radius (which approx-
imates the radius of a water molecule) and default
van der Waal radii were used.
Once the SASA is determined, the buried surface
area (BSA) is calculated as the sum of the SASA of
the two components or proteins (x and y; in equa-
tion 2.21) less that of the complex. Measurements of SASA and BSA are usually described
in units of Å2 or nm2.
BSA = (ASAx + ASAy)  ASAxy (2.21)
2.4.7 Hydrogen bond calculations
Hydrogen bonds were identified with program HBPLUS [217]. The algorithm for locating
hydrogen bonds involves two steps. Firstly, finding the positions of the hydrogens, and
secondly, calculating the hydrogen bonds. OH and NH groups are regarded as donors,
O is an acceptor always and N is a donor by default. If the donor and acceptor are only
one or two covalent bonds apart, the interaction is not counted as a hydrogen bond.
Default parameters were used for the calculation and a distance of 0.3 nm was settled
as a cut-off in all systems.
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“The task is, not
so much to see
what no one has
yet seen; but to
think what nobody
has yet thought,
about that which
everybody sees.”
– Erwin Schrödinger –
CHAPTER 3
CALCIUM BINDING
REGULATES PUTATIVE
SONIC HEDGEHOG
PEPTIDASE
3.1 Introduction
HhN proteins are important morphogens, essential for development in bilateral animals
[15]. As morphogens, they diffuse through the tissues, presumably in the form of large
oligomers [47], and form extracellular concentration gradients. Given the profound im-
pact of this process, it is clear that it has to be tightly controlled. Mathematical modeling
[218, 219] has pointed to self-enhanced degradation of the morphogen as one possible
mechanism to establish the predicted concentration gradients. Molecular feedback loops
that lead to self-enhanced removal of Hh, e.g. by receptor–ligand internalization in the
target cells, have indeed been found [220]. However, the most simple molecular imple-
mentation of this Hh removal would be self-digestion, requiring, of course, that HhN is a
peptidase.
A conspicuous feature of the HhN protein is its triple metal center with 1 Zn2+ and 2
Ca2+ ions. Despite the similar arrangement of this zinc center to other LAS enzymes,
ShhN is the only member of this family without confirmed enzymatic activity. One proven
function of the zinc center is the recognition of cell-surface receptors and their antagonists,
though without cleaving these binding partners [94, 93, 158]. The double-Ca2+ binding
site is evolutionary highly conserved and important for the specific recognition of several
binding partners of ShhN [87, 94, 93]. Moreover, a number of missense mutations that
cause BDA1 and HPE are within this calcium metal center [133, 122].
In this chapter, based on the available ShhN sequences and X-ray structures, the possible
functions of the metal ion centers in ShhN has been explored. One of the hypotheses
that are suggested by what is known from other calcium dependent zinc proteases is
that ShhN with its LAS peptidase-like Zn2+ center could also be a Ca2+ activated LAS
peptidase. To study this hypothesis and to characterize other possible roles of Ca2+ in
ShhN, the effect of metal ions, in particular the effect of Ca2+ on the structure, dynamics,
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and electrostatics of ShhN have been investigated by computational means.
3.2 Computational Methods
Molecular structures: All molecular structures were retrieved from the PDB. Three different
states (here called Ca0, Ca1, Ca2) of murine ShhN with respect to Ca2+ binding were
studied: ShhN without calcium (Ca0) based on PDB entry 1vhh [141], ShhN with one Ca2+
(Ca1) based on PDB entry 3n1r [88], and ShhN with two Ca2+ (Ca2) based on PDB entries
2wfx [94] and 3d1m [87]. In the latter two structures, ShhN is bound to Cdo and Hhip,
respectively, and are called here as Ca2Cdo and Ca2Hhip. For consistent comparison, all
systems of Ca0-Ca2 were considered between residues L40 and E189, a range common
to all structures. As the few clipped residues were disordered and far from the metal
binding sites, this manipulation was not considered critical.
ShhN structures were compared to structures of five representative LAS enzymes: Strepto-
myces Albus G D-Ala-A-Ala Carboxypeptidase (PDB entry 1lbu) [151], L-alanoyl-D-glutamate
endopeptidase (PDB entry 2vo9) [153], VanX amino-peptidase (PDB entry 1r44) [148],
peptidoglycan amidase MepA (PDB entry 1u10) [149], and glycyl-glycine endopeptidase
LytM (2b0p) [150]. Seven ShhN variants with mutations at the calcium binding site were
generated with the program SCWRL4 [221]: D89V, E91K, E91G, D96N, D96E, T126N and
E127K. The X-ray structure of 3d1m (Ca2) was taken as reference. The program uses a
new backbone-dependent rotamer library based on kernel density estimates and a new
potential function that results in improved accuracy of the predicted side-chain confor-
mations.
MD simulations: The MD of mouse ShhN and LAS enzymes was simulated with the
GROMACS 4.5 package [166]. The GROMOS96 43a1 force field was used with optimized
Lennard-Jones parameters C6 = 2.0  10 3 kJ/mol nm6 and C12 = 1.67  10 6 kJ/mol nm12
for Ca2+ interactions taken from Ref. [180].
Each system was simulated in triplicate using the following protocol. Initial protein struc-
tures were solvated in a rhombic dodecahedron box of SPC/E water with a minimum of 1.0
nm distance between protein and faces of box. Residues were assumed to be protonated
according to their normal states at pH 7, with the exception of histidines. The protons
were assigned to histidines after inspection of H-bond patterns in ShhN X-ray structures
to the following nitrogens: Ne2 for H134, H181, H183; Nd1 for H141, and both for H135.
Na+ and Cl  ions were added to neutralize the system at an ionic strength of 0.15 mol/l.
The Particle Mesh Ewald method was used to compute electrostatic interactions under
periodic boundary conditions. Structures were energy minimized and equilibrated by
molecular dynamics for 1 ns. Production simulations were run for 10 ns with a time step
of 2 fs. NPT conditions were used with temperature and pressure stabilized at 300 K by
Nosé-Hoover thermostat and 1 atm by Parinello-Rahman barostat, respectively. Bonds
were constrained using the LINCS algorithm. Snapshots of the trajectories were saved
every 100 ps. The last 5 ns of all trajectories were used for the analysis. Representative
structures for the different calcium binding states were extracted from trajectories with
g_cluster based on mutual RMSDs; the structures selected are close to the cluster centers
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and represent about 90% of the trajectories. For all statistical analyses R version 2.12
[222] was used.
Matching of molecular structures: Similarity of molecular structures was quantified with
EpitopeMatch [223], version 2011.11.22 (http://www.EpitopeMatch.org). For two molec-
ular structures or structures of discontinuous fragments given by their geometries (e.g.
atomic coordinates) and physico-chemical properties (e.g. atom types), EpitopeMatch
aligns the two structures so that the Euclidean distances between physico-chemically
similar parts are minimized. The quality of the match between the two structures can be
described in terms of RMSD, number of matched components, or a similarity index that
combines several quantities. Here, it has been used a matching mode of EpitopeMatch
in which the two structures are aligned so that a maximum number of chemically identi-
cal atoms from both structures is superimposed, and between these the match with the
lowest RMSD is selected.
EpitopeMatch was used for three purposes: (1) to characterize similarity between LAS
enzyme zinc centers taken from X-ray structures and ShhN structures taken from MD tra-
jectories; (2) to characterize the similarity between LAS enzyme zinc centers based on
their MD trajectories and (3) to identify amongst the complete PBD (about 88.741 struc-
tures) for an arrangement similar to the zinc center of ShhN.
Electrostatic calculations: Electrostatic potentials were computed by solving the non-
linear Poisson-Boltzmann Equation with APBS [195] using a grid with 0.05 nm spacing,
dielectric constants of 79 and 2 outside and inside ShhN, respectively, and a water probe
of radius 0.14 nm. Temperature was set to 310K, ionic strength to 0.1 mol/l NaCl out-
side ShhN and 0 mol/l inside ShhN. Zinc and calcium pqr files were generated using a
charge of +2 and an ionic radius of 0.088 and 0.114 nm respectively. Charges and radii
were assigned to the protein with PDB2PQR v.1.8 [224] using AMBER99 [225] force field
parameters.
BD simulations: BrownDye program [167] was used first to estimate the calcium associa-
tion of ShhN, and second, to investigate the influence of the Ca2+ ions in the binding of
partners such as Hhip, Cdo and the monoclonal antibody 5e1 to ShhN. In general, charges
and radii were assigned with PDB2PQR version 1.8 [224] using the AMBER99 [225] force
field parameters. The electric field around proteins was calculated using APBS [195], with
a salt concentration of 0.1 mol/l. As described above, zinc and calcium pqr files were
generated using a charge of (+2) and an ionic radius of 0.088 and 0.114 nm respectively.
For both scenarios, 500 000 single trajectory simulations using nam_simulation were
performed.
For the first purpose, a phantom atom of zero charge and negative radius of -0.114 nm
was placed at the position of each calcium ion independently. In this way, two different
systems were created; one contains the phantom atom at the position of Ca1 and a ”real”
calcium ion at the position of Ca2 (system called, Ca2) while the other system contains
the phantom atom at the position of Ca2 and a ”real” calcium ion at the position of
Ca1 (system called, Ca1). This phantom atom has no influence in the association rate
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constant calculation, its function is to define a reaction criterion that is spherically sym-
metric around the expected binding position of the calcium. The reaction criterion was
chosen to be 0.15 nm within the calcium binding site. Simulations were performed using
the same conditions but changing the salt concentration to (0.005, 0.01, 0.015, 0.022,
0.075, 0.1 mol/l). The X-ray structure 3d1m (2Ca2+) as well as representative structures
taken from MD simulations were used to calculate the second-order rate constant. For
the second purpose, PDB entries 3d1m, 2wfx and 3mxw [158] in complex with Cdo, Hhip
and 5e1 respectively were studied. The three states Ca0, Ca1 and Ca2 were compared.
pKa calculations:PROPKA version 3.1 [226] was used to estimate the pKa values of side
chains in ShhN. Default parameters were used to perform the calculations. Coupling ef-
fects between protonatable groups were included.
Phylogeny: From UniProtKB (last access Feb, 2013) all 30 reviewed amino acid sequences
of full length Hh proteins were retrieved. The set contained sequences of Dhh, Ihh, Shh,
and Tiggy-Winkle Hedgehog from Drosophila species and several vertebrates. The se-
quences were aligned with t-coffee [227], version 8.99, with default settings. Based on
this alignment a distance based tree with BioNJ [228] was computed. Branching confi-
dence was assessed by 100 bootstraps.
Docking: The cholesterol molecule was taken from ZINC database [229] (ID: 3869467).
The mol2 file was translated to PDB format using Chimera v.1.6.2 [230]. The protein
structure used was PDB entry 1vhh. The docking was prepared with AutoDockTools /
MGLTools v.1.5.6 (The Scripps Research Institute) by adding polar hydrogens and assign-
ing charges to all atoms. AutoDock Vina 1.1.2 [231] was used for all docking runs. General
docking parameters for both calculations were kept at their default values, except for the
exhaustiveness value, which was increased to 12. The docking grid had a size of 5.8 nm
 5.2 nm  5.2 nm and covered the entire ShhN protein.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Both metals calcium and zinc stabilize ShhN structure
In order to investigate whether the calcium ions stabilize the structure of ShhN, MD
simulations of ShhN structures with 0, 1, or 2 calcium ions were performed. For clarity
and better comprehension of the results the following color code is used: red for Ca0
state (based on PDB entry 1vhh), blue for Ca1 state (based on PBD entry 3n1r) and black
for Ca2 state (based on PDB entries 3d1m and 2wfx).
Figure 3.1 shows that the RMSF of the protein backbone strongly depends on the number
of calcium ions. While the states Ca1 (1 Ca2+) and Ca2 (2 Ca2+) can barely be distin-
guished, state Ca0 (no Ca2+) has overall a higher RMSF, especially in the two Ca2+ binding
loops L2 (residues 88–94) and L3 (residues 128–139), and in the neighboring L1 (residues
66–72).
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Figure 3.1: Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of protein backbone as function of ShhN residue number. The three calcium binding loops
L1, L2, L3 are delimited by vertical dotted lines. Color code: state Ca0 in red, state Ca1 in blue, state Ca2 in grey (based on 3d1m, triangles,
and 2wfx, circles).
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The flexibility pattern observed in the MD simulations is in good agreement with that
derived from crystallographic B-factors (Figure C1 in Appendix C) and the experimental
observation that L2, the loop with the highest RMSF values, is disordered in Ca0 [94]. The
residue averaged RMSF values are 0.12 nm for Ca0, 0.09 nm for Ca1, Ca2Hhip, and Ca2Cdo
(the latter two based on ShhN complexes with Hhip [94] and Cdo [87]). Wilcoxon tests
to all pairs of RMSF distributions, i.e. Ca0 vs. Ca1, Ca0 vs. Ca2Hhip, etc. were applied.
It shows that Ca0 was the only different from the other states at a significance level of
0.05, while RMSF distributions Ca1, Ca2Hhip, and Ca2Cdo were not significantly different
(see Table C1 in Appendix C). Thus, with respect to flexibility, the binding of the first Ca2+
switches ShhN from a more flexible state Ca0 to a more rigid state Ca1, while the binding
of the second Ca2+ has little impact on flexibility.
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Figure 3.2: PCA plot comparing conformational dynamics sam-
pling of different calcium states. Projections of the most dom-
inant eigenvectors 1 and 2 of all backbone atoms are shown.
Ca0 state in red, Ca1 state in blue, Ca2Cdo and Ca2Hhip in grey
triangles and circles respectively.
Moreover, PCA analysis was used
to compare the different simu-
lated states (Ca0, Ca1, Ca2Cdo
and Ca2Hhip) in terms of collec-
tive motions of backbone atoms.
Given that only very small number
of eigenvector contribute signifi-
cantly to the overall motion of the
protein, Figure 3.2 shows the pro-
jection of the eigenvectors 1 and
2 (the most dominants) into the
principal component space. In
Ca1 and Ca2 states several points
overlap with each other and the
area sampled is smaller than in
Ca0 state. Ca0 state (red in Fig-
ure 3.2), reveals significant mo-
tion differences compared to Ca1
and Ca2 states. It samples a dis-
tinct section of the principal com-
ponent space that correlates with
the higher fluctuations discussed
above. These motions are indica-
tive of the flexibility exhibit by loops L1, L2 and L3 in absence of calcium ions.
The transition from Ca2 to Ca0 not only increases the flexibility of ShhN, but induces a
different group of structures: the removal of the calcium ions breaks up the binding site
and pushes the loops L1, L2, L3 close to the calcium ions away from each other (Figure
3.3). This is not surprising as the Ca2+ binding site abounds with negatively charged side
chains that repel each other.
To further test the stabilizing effect of the calcium ions, the MD of states Ca0, Ca1, Ca2
based on X-ray structures of the corresponding states were simulated. The RMSD between
initial structures and structures sampled in simulation was measured, expecting to see a
higher RMSD for Ca0 and a lower RMSD for the calcium stabilized Ca1 and Ca2.
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A B C
L1
L3
L2
Figure 3.3: Effect of Ca2+ binding on ShhN structure. Structures taken from MD trajectories for Ca2 (grey; 3d1m) and Ca0 (red; 1vhh). Shown are sampled
structures close to the cluster centers of Ca2 and Ca0 ensembles. (A) Overview and comparison of full ShhN structures in Ca2 and Ca0 states. Position of calcium
ions marked by green mesh. Calcium binding pocket formed by loops L2, L3 breaks up as Ca2+ is removed (transition grey to red). Neighboring loop L1 is also
affected although it does not co-ordinate Ca2+. (B) Close-up of Ca2+ (green spheres) binding site in Ca2 state. Calcium ions are surrounded by a cage of anionic
side chains. (C) Same region as in panel (B), but now in Ca0 state. Note the large distance differences of anionic groups between (B) and (C). Numbers at the
dashed lines are distances in 0.1 nm.
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Figure 3.4: Time evolution of RMSDs backbone atoms from murine ShhN. The RMSDs values were measured
between, on one hand, the four different X-ray structures representative of Ca2Cdo (A), Ca2Hhip (B), Ca0 (C),
Ca1 (D), and, on the other hand, MD trajectories of ShhN in these states; e.g. the first boxplot (grey) in panel
A gives the RMSD between 3d1m and an MD trajectory based on 3d1m structure. Boxplots within each of
the four panels are sorted according to ascending median of RMSD.
Figure 3.4 shows that RMSDs are consistently higher (usually between 0.15 nm and
0.2 nm) for all Ca0 simulations, and consistently lower (usually 0.15 nm or lower) for
Ca2 simulations, irrespective of whether the state was the original one in the X-ray struc-
ture, or artificially generated. Additionally, MD of artificial states Ca0, Ca1, Ca2, generated
by removing calcium ions from X-ray structures of Ca2 or by introducing calcium ions into
the binding pocket in the Ca0 X-ray structure were simulated.
The effect of the zinc ion in the stability of ShhN was also studied and MD simulations
of ShhN based on 1vhh structure with and without zinc were performed. It is clearly
observed in Figure 3.5 that the RMSD of the structure with Zn2+ (red) is lower than the
structure without Zn2+ (gold) meaning that, besides the calcium ions the presence of zinc
is required for the stability of ShhN. These results are in agreement with experiments
[146].
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Differences between the binding of the two calcium ions
Since ShhN in state Ca0 was found to be more flexible than both Ca1 and Ca2, while the
latter two had similar flexibility (Figure 3.1), it seems that the two calcium ions are not
equally important for structural stabilization. A closer inspection of the structure shows
that, whereas one calcium is more exposed to the solvent, the other is almost completely
engulfed by its ligands (see subsection 1.3.2 and in particular Figure 1.7).
Zinc−bound forms Zinc−free forms
0.20
0.22
0.24
0.26
0.28
Figure 3.5: Effect of zinc ion on the stability of Shh.
Whiskers and edges of boxplots mark quartiles of sampled
backbone RMSD values (nm), bold bar in the colored boxes
represents the median.
Ca1 is the only calcium ion present in
the PDB entry 3n1r that was used for
the simulation of the Ca1 state (blue
trace in Figure 3.1). In the following,
this calcium ion is called Ca1, while
the more solvent exposed calcium ion
that completes the Ca2 state is called
Ca2 calcium ion.
BD simulations have been used to es-
timate the association rate constant
for Ca1 and Ca2 to ShhN respectively.
The average calcium association rate
constants for representative structures
taken from MD simulations is shown
in Table 3.1. It is shown, as well as,
the rate constant estimated for the
X-ray structure 3d1m (see Computa-
tional Methods for a detailed expla-
nation about how these systems were
created). Appreciable variation in the
association rate between the two calcium ions is observed in Table 3.1, strongly marked
in MD simulations. This indicates that, once the Ca1 ion is bound to ShhN, the reaction
is faster and the probabilities that Ca2 binds are higher than in the opposite scenario.
Table 3.1: Estimated second-order rate constants of
calcium ions. Rate constants are reported with 95%
confidence intervals and expressed in M 1  s 1. Ca1
stands in this case for a calcium ion present at this
position and a phantom atom at Ca2 position so, the
reaction takes place at Ca2 position. The opposite is
applied for Ca2.
Calcium Second-order rate constant
states X-ray MDs
Ca1 1.8 107 2.4 107
Ca2 1.2 107 0.5 107
Another system with zero calcium ions at
the binding pocket was also simulated to
distinguish which of the two calcium bind-
ing sites is the favorite. In other words,
the most likely binding pocket occupied
by calcium. From 500 00 single trajecto-
ries performed, 419 reaction occurred and
a rate constant of 3.1 107M 1  s 1 was
obtained. In about 95 % of such reactions
the calcium ion was bound to the position
of Ca1 meaning that it is the preferential
site occupied by calcium. If the extracellu-
lar concentration of calcium is considered
(about 1 mM) then Ca1 calcium ion should be always present under physiological con-
ditions while the occupancy of the bound Ca2 calcium ion might depend on the specific
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environment of ShhN. For instance, extremely sensitive to low pH conditions. The latter,
potentially provides a kind of Ca2+ sensor.
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of ionic strength on calcium
association rate. The square root of ionic strength
is plotted versus the natural logarithm of the calcium
association rate. kon decays linearly with the root of
ionic strength having a correlation coefficient of -0.95.
The calculations were performed for Ca2 calcium ion.
The role that electrostatic interactions play
in the association of calcium can be appre-
ciated in Figure 3.6. There is a linear cor-
relation between the square root of ionic
strength and the logarithm of the asso-
ciation rate constant (kon) where as the
ionic concentration increases the associ-
ation rate decreases. Thus, electrostatic
interactions are crucial in determining the
binding strength of the calcium ions.
Naturally, the question arises whether
binding of the Ca2 calcium ion has
specific effects on the structure and
function of ShhN. A candidate mech-
anism could be the activation of the
thermolysin-like or LAS zinc peptidase
function by binding of the Ca2 calcium
ion.
Ca2 calcium ion changes conformation of putative catalytic center
Although the zinc center of ShhN is usually referred as a ”pseudo-active site” or ”putative
active site”, ShhN is grouped into LAS family due to the similar arrangement of the zinc
center to other LAS enzymes (see subsection 1.3.1 for more details). Figure 3.7 shows
evidence of the high similarity between zinc centers of several peptidases [141, 147] and
the zinc environment of ShhN. In all structures, the zinc ion is co-ordinated by nitrogens of
two imidazole rings contributed by histidines, and a carboxylate group from a glutamate
or aspartate residue. Both imidazole rings are fixated by hydrogen bonds between their
N-H groups and neighboring hydrogen bond acceptors. In all four cases, one of these
acceptors is a carbonyl oxygen, the other a carboxylate group. Nevertheless, ShhN is
the only protein in the LAS group that exhibits a second metal center (double calcium
binding). Therefore, the effect of Ca2+ binding on ShhN structure regarding to other LAS
enzymes was investigated.
To address this issue, MD of ShhN in states Ca0, Ca1, and Ca2 were performed and
compared the conformations of the zinc environments sampled in this way with the X-ray
structures of LAS peptidases with PDB entries 1lbu, 2vo9, 1u10, 1r44, and 2b0p. Contrary
to the initial hypothesis, the addition of the Ca2 calcium makes the zinc center of ShhN
less similar to the zinc center of other LAS peptidases. Figure 3.8A shows that the median
of the RMSD between the sampled zinc center conformations and the LAS peptidase zinc
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centers were significantly higher in the Ca2 state. In other words, the binding of the
second calcium makes the ShhN zinc center less similar to a LAS enzyme zinc center. The
differences observed in Figure 3.8A between Ca0 and Ca2, and between Ca1 and Ca2 are
significant (indicated by two stars on top of boxplots) while the differences between Ca0
and Ca1 are not significant (see Tables C2–C6 in Appendix C). This means that, whereas
the Ca1 calcium ion is responsible for stabilizing the overall structure as described in the
previous sections, the binding of the Ca2 calcium ion switches the zinc center from a LAS
enzyme conformation to a significantly different conformation.
A
C
B
D
Figure 3.7: Zinc centers of different peptidases and ShhN. (A) Thermolysin, (B) ShhN, and LAS peptidases (C)
Streptomyces Albus G D-Ala-A-Ala Carboxypeptidase (PDB: 1lbu), and (D) L-alanoyl-D-glutamate endopepti-
dase of a bacteriophage (PDB: 2vo9). Numbers at dashed lines are characteristic distances in 0.1 nm.
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Figure 3.8: RMSDs between ShhN and LAS enzymes. (A) RMSDs between zinc centers from LAS enzyme X-ray structures to ShhN in states Ca0
(red), Ca1 (blue), Ca2 (grey) sampled by MD. (B) RMSDs between zinc centers from MD simulations of LAS enzymes and MD simulations of ShhN
in states Ca0, Ca1, Ca2. The two stars on top of boxplots indicate significant differences between states Ca0 and Ca2, and between Ca1 and Ca2
(a=0.05).
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Although this pattern was consistent across the tested LAS enzyme structures, it could
theoretically be an artifact related to the comparison of LAS enzyme X-ray structures and
ShhN MD simulations. To exclude this, two LAS enzyme structures (PDB entries 1lbu
and 2vo9) that according to their X-ray structures had zinc centers geometrically most
similar to the ShhN zinc center were simulated. Further, zinc center structures sampled
by MD for both the LAS enzymes and the ShhN states were compared (Figure 3.8B).
It was found that, ShhN zinc centers in Ca0 and Ca1 were significantly more similar to
LAS zinc centers than ShhN zinc centers in Ca2 (see Tables C7 and C8 in Appendix C).
Ca0 and Ca1 did not differ significantly in this respect, neither did different versions
Ca2Cdo, Ca2Hhip. This result agrees with the previous one, again suggesting that binding
of Ca2 calcium switches the zinc center of ShhN from a LAS enzyme conformation to a
significantly different conformation.
Switch mechanism
The evidence above suggests the switches of the ShhN zinc center by binding of Ca2.
The next question to address will be: By which mechanism does the binding of the
Ca2 calcium switch the zinc center, which lies about 1.1 nm away?. The authors of the
first X-ray structure [141] had proposed a reaction mechanism, closely related to that
of Thermolysin involving seven residues and the zinc ion. They were unaware of the
fact that ShhN binds Ca2+ in two well-defined binding pockets. Figure 3.9A shows the
residues of the putative catalytic center in states Ca0, Ca1, Ca2 as obtained by X-ray
crystallography, and, for orientation, the positions of the calcium ions. According to the
postulated reaction mechanism E177 abstracts a proton from the catalytic water at the
fourth tetrahedral co-ordination site of the zinc ion, followed by a nucleophilic attack of
the OH  on the substrate carbon.
Amongst the residues in the putative catalytic center, E127 is directly affected by Ca2+
binding as it co-ordinates both the Ca1 and the Ca2 calcium. The X-ray structures (Figure
3.9A) show that as the Ca2 calcium ion binds, the carboxylate of E127 is markedly drawn
towards this calcium ion. Further, there is a hydrogen bond between E127 and H135
observed in the X-ray structures and MD simulations of all three calcium binding states.
Hence, as E127 is dragged towards the calcium center, it pulls H135 with it. According to
Ref. [141], the second N-H of the H135 imidazole could stabilize the peptidase substrate in
a conformation amenable to hydrolysis by forming a hydrogen bond with the carbonyl-O
of the substrate. In Ca2, with H135 pulled away, the substrate stabilization in this critical
conformation will be affected.
Opposite to H135, at the other side of the substrate, lie the zinc bound water molecule and
E177, the two actually catalytically active components according to the enzymatic model
in Ref. [141]. As the Ca2 calcium ion is introduced, the gap between H135 and E177
widens by about 0.1 nm according to the X-ray structures (Figure 3.9C). This observation
is in agreement with the previous statement that the binding of the Ca2 calcium ion
is accompanied by a significant perturbation of the putative catalytic center, possibly
affecting substrate stabilization.
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Figure 3.9: Switch mechanism triggered by Ca2 calcium ion. (A) ShhN zinc center in states Ca0 (1vhh,
red), Ca1 (3n1r, blue), Ca2 (3d1m, grey). Putative catalytic water from 1vhh is close to the zinc ion. From
Ca0 to Ca1 and Ca2, E127 carboxylate is drawn towards Ca2+ and drags H-bound H135 side chain with it,
away from substrate and the active E177. While Ca0 and Ca1 superimpose well, Ca2 is clearly different.
(B) Distances between H-bonded E127 carboxylate-O and H135 imidazole-proton, and between substrate-
clamping side chains of H135 and catalytically active E177. Black (Ca2) and red (Ca0) points are sampled
by MD simulations. Green triangle (Ca0) and green square (Ca2) are the corresponding values directly taken
from X-ray structures 1vhh and 3d1m, respectively. (C) Central components of the switch mechanisms in
states Ca0 and Ca2.
This pattern of conformational change due to the binding of the Ca2 calcium ion is
corroborated by the analysis of the MD trajectories of the different states. Figure 3.9B
compares MD simulations of Ca0 and Ca2. It shows that the hydrogen bond between E127
and H135 is conserved between the Ca2+ binding states, despite the shift of E127 from Ca0
to Ca2 due to its attraction to the calcium center. Conversely, from Ca0 to Ca2 the distance
widens between H135 and E177, thus opening the tight clamp previously gripping putative
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substrate and catalytic water. Moreover, the variance of this distance increases with the
binding of the Ca2 calcium. Numerical details characterizing the distance distributions
are reported in Tables C9 and C10 in Appendix C.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of calcium binding on geometry of interactions that stabilize the zinc center. Shown are
the distributions of distances (in nm; sampled by MD simulations) between carboxylate or carbonyl groups
and histidine imidazole rings that co-ordinate the zinc. Left: the distance between groups from E54 and
H183, both distal to the Ca2+ binding site, is barely affected by Ca2+ binding. Right: Binding of the Ca2
calcium ion breaks the hydrogen bond between G128 carbonyl and H141 imidazole N-H.
The pulling of E127 percolates towards the zinc center also along another route. In the
description of the zinc center it was mentioned that the zinc co-ordinating histidines are
stabilized by hydrogen bonds with carbonyl and carboxylate groups (Figure 3.7). One of
these carbonyl groups comes in ShhN from the backbone of G128, the sequence neighbor
of the Ca2+ co-ordinating E127. In Ca0 and Ca1, the G128 carbonyl forms a hydrogen bond
with the zinc co-ordinating H141. In Ca2, as E127 is pulled towards the Ca2 calcium ion,
the neighboring G128 is twisted away from the H141, and the bond between G128 and H141
is broken, the distance and distance variance is increased, and thus the zinc environment
destabilized (Figure 3.10 right panel).
H183, the other zinc co-ordinating histidine, lies distal to the Ca2+ binding sites and is
stabilized by a hydrogen bond with the carboxylate of E54, also distal to the Ca2+ binding
sites. Consequently, the geometry of this interaction is barely affected by calcium ion
binding (Figure 3.10 left panel).
Ca2 calcium ion switches the putative catalytic water
According to the enzymatic mechanism postulated by [141], there is another essential
component of the catalytic zinc center: a water molecule occupying the fourth corner of
the tetrahedron formed by the zinc ligands, as appears in the first X-ray structure [141].
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This is another commonality with active LAS enzymes as noted by [147]. The accessibility
of this co-ordination site to water is a necessary condition for an active enzyme with the
same reaction mechanism, and it is fulfilled in ShhN.
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Figure 3.11: Distance between zinc ion and oxygen water close to the position of the putative catalytic water.
The line represents the distance measured in the X-ray structure 1vhh [141].
If ShhN is a peptidase that employs the postulated mechanism, including the involvement
of the water molecule at the zinc ion, and if further, this peptidase function is switched
off by the Ca2 calcium ion, then one could expect that states Ca0 and Ca1 favor a water
molecule at that position compared to Ca2. The behavior of water molecules close to the
position of the putative catalytic water was analyzed in the MD simulations in terms of
distance to the zinc ion and angles, e.g. the angle between the water oxygen, Zn2+ and
Ne2 of H148. There was in all simulations, irrespective of state (Ca0, Ca1, Ca2) almost
always a water molecule at a distance of 0.2 nm to the zinc (Figure 3.11). This is not too
surprising as the oxygen atom of water and the zinc have opposite partial charges, and
therefore, given the water accessible zinc co-ordination site, there will always be a water
molecule realizing this interaction. The angle measurements showed a more interesting
pattern. For states Ca0 and Ca1 a water molecule constantly has an angle value very close
to the crystallographically determined for all ligands (Figure 3.12). In these states, this
water molecule does not exchange with other water molecules during the simulations.
The picture looks qualitatively different for state Ca2. There, the water molecule closest
to the position of the putative catalytic water assumes clearly different positions, and
also flips between distinct angle values (Figure 3.12) exhibiting a dynamic behavior. An
exchanges of water molecules at the zinc ion can be also observed in Ca2 state. This loss
of a well-defined water co-ordination also affects the flexibility and position of catalytic
E177, linked to this water by a H-bond. This contributes to the widening and loosening
of the H135-E177 clamp introduced above.
This behavior of the putative catalytic water molecule is consistent with the conformational
switching of the zinc environment between more LAS-like in Ca0 and Ca1 to less LAS-like
in Ca2. The conservation of a water molecule at this well-defined position in states Ca0
and Ca1 makes also sense in the light of a hydrolase function in these states, and the
loss of this water co-ordination is in agreement with a loss of hydrolase function in state
Ca2.
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Figure 3.12: Angles (in degrees) as sampled by MD simulations, between oxygen of putative catalytic water,
zinc ion and zinc ligands Zinc ligands are: Ne2 of H141, Nd1 and H183 and Od1; from left to right respectively.
The green line marks the angle measured in the X-ray structure 1vhh [141].
Do non-enzymes have zinc centers similar to ShhN?
While the evidence presented so far is compatible with an enzymatic function of ShhN,
it is unclear whether the structure of the zinc center is specific for enzymes, or whether
other non-enzymes show a similar structure. To test this, EpitopeMatch [223] was used
to search in the complete PDB for an arrangement similar to the one in the putative
active site of ShhN [141], including the following eight groups: zinc ion, E127, H135, H141,
D148, E177, H181, H183 (PDB entry 1vhh). Not surprisingly, all 20 Hh structures were
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found with complete coverage of all eight groups and low RMSD (0-0.1 nm). Further,
two matching proteins covering seven of the groups, a phosphodiesterase (1bf6) and a
putative metalloprotease (3iuu) were found. Allowing a conservative exchanges of amino
acids yielded in another group of proteins also with full coverage of eight residues, all
of them enzymes, including eight LAS enzymes (PDB entries 1lbu, 1qwy, 1r44, 1u10, 2b13,
2b44, 2vo9, 4f78), a hydrolase (3csq), and Thermolysin (8tln). No other proteins with a
similar center were found. Thus in the set of currently available protein structures, the
zinc center in ShhN is characteristic of enzymes.
Evolutionary conservation
Having an enzymatic function in an organism or not having it seems to be a fundamental
property of a protein. One therefore would intuitively expect that the putative catalytic
center of ShhN is evolutionary conserved. However, it had been noted from early on that
in Drosophila the zinc binding site is not conserved [141, 86]. To assess the degree of
evolutionary conservation a phylogenetic tree of Hh proteins (see Methods) was computed
and checked where on the tree the putative catalytic center is present (Figure 3.13).
The gross topology of the tree agrees with that of earlier trees [232] based on fewer
sequences, and shows a clear branching between Drosophila hedgehog proteins and
vertebrate hedgehog proteins, including Shh, Ihh, Dhh, and Tiggy-Winkle hedgehog. It
was found that 16 out of 17 vertebrate Hh sequences contain the full putative EHHDEHH
catalytic motif corresponding to mouse ShhN E127, H135, H141, D148, E177, H181, H183,
while all of the Drosophila sequences carried instead the motif EHHTVHY, with the D148
and H183 co-ordinating zinc in ShhN replaced by a threonine and tyrosine in Drosophila
hedgehog. The only sequence in the vertebrate branch that has not the full catalytic
motif is ShhN of rat. In this sequence, all zinc co-ordinating residues are present, but
H181 is replaced by an arginine. H181 is not co-ordinating the zinc ion but may fixate the
catalytically active E177 in a position appropriate for interaction with the catalytic water.
To test this, the structural comparison of the ShhN zinc center with the zinc centers of
the LAS enzymes was checked again and revealed that there is at least one confirmed
LAS enzyme, L-alanoyl-D-glutamate endopeptidase of a bacteriophage (PDB entry 2vo9;
[153]) that has a proline at the structural position corresponding to H181. This means
that a histidine at this position is not strictly required for peptidase function, and hence
rat ShhN could still be a peptidase. These results are compatible with a conservation of
ShhN enzyme function in vertebrates. In the insect class the picture is less clear: while
Drosophila hedgehog has no zinc center, Mosquito hedgehog has all seven residues of
the putative ShhN active site [141].
The carboxylate carrying residues (in mouse ShhN E90, E91, D96, E127, D130, D132) that
co-ordinate the calcium ions are almost completely conserved in all sequences, includ-
ing Drosophila and vertebrates. The only exception is Drosophila ananassae Hedgehog
protein in which E90 is conservatively replaced by an aspartate.
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Figure 3.13: Phylogenetic tree of all 30 reviewed full length Hedgehog proteins from UniProtKB. The ver-
tebrate Hedgehogs (bottom subtree) are clearly separated from the Drosophila Hedgehogs (top subtree).
In all vertebrates the full catalytic motif is absolutely conserved (red), except in rat with one conservative
exchange (blue).
Peptidase substrate
If ShhN is an enzyme, there should be a substrate. So far, no substrates of ShhN have
been described, despite efforts to identify such substances [141, 145, 146]. By using
the available ShhN structures, the set of possible substrates was narrowed. The search
was restricted to peptide substrates, as most of the proteins with the highest structural
similarity to the putative ShhN catalytic center are peptidases or peptidoglycan amidases
[147].
The authors of the [Ca2+] free ShhN X-ray structure (1vhh) [141] noted that in the crystal,
one ShhN molecule binds to the C-terminal peptide of its crystal lattice neighbor, so that
this peptide comes close to the zinc ion but without replacing the putative catalytic water.
The C-terminal carboxylate oxygen forms an isosceles triangle of side length 0.34 nm with
the Hd of H135 and the zinc ion, but is only 0.25 nm away from the oxygen of the catalytic
water. It is well imaginable that this situation represents the state of the peptidase before
the dissociation of the product. Except for the last amino acid, the C-terminal peptide
SVAAK in 1vhh is not particularly polar. The amino group of the terminal lysine side chain
is not engaged in contacts with the protein, but points away from it. This means that the
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putative active site binds non-polar peptides, and thus that the peptide substrate could
be non-polar. If this is true, the putative enzymatically active states Ca0 and Ca1 should
present a low electrostatic potential close at that binding site, while the potential should
flip to higher values in Ca2 to allow for instance the binding of Hhip. To test this the
X-ray structure of Ca2 state (PDB: 3d1m) has been taken and computed the electrostatic
potential around ShhN in Ca0, Ca1, Ca2 states, with the former two generated by removing
calcium ions from the structure. Figure 3.14 shows that the zinc center region indeed
changes electrostatic potential from slightly negative (Ca0), over slightly positive (Ca1),
to high (Ca2). If one assumes that the strongly bound Ca1 calcium ion is mostly present
under physiological conditions, the remaining active candidate state is Ca1. In this state,
the zinc center region has an electrostatic potential close to zero, suggesting non-polar
substrates, similar to the C-terminal peptide of ShhN discussed above.
D
G198
G/D197H/R181 X
Figure 3.14: Electrostatic potential on solvent accessible surface (SAS) of ShhN in three calcium binding
states. Panels show Ca0 (A), Ca1 (B), Ca2 (C), and model of ShhN-substrate complex (D) (PDB entry 3d1m).
SAS is transparent to allow view on zinc (highlighted by yellow circle) and calcium ions (larger green spheres
in upper right part of protein). Electrostatic potential f coded by color and given on SAS. f is given
in units of kBT/e, and a value of +5 corresponds to about +12.5 kJ/mol for singly charged molecules
at room temperature. View is directly on putative catalytic center around zinc ion. Panel (D) shows Ca1
based model of the complex of ShhN peptidase with its substrate (black lines), i.e. the C-terminus of a
neighboring ShhN, including the cholesterol modification (ellipse). Cleavage position is indicated by cross at
zinc center. Substrate is embedded into hydrophobic pocket (cholesterol) and crevice (peptide G197, G198).
Note proximity of H/R181 and G/D197 (compensatory mutations in rat).
In functional vertebrate ShhN, the C-terminal peptide is not SVAAK as in the X-ray struc-
ture 1vhh, but SVAAK(S/T)GG, which is still compatible with a rather non-polar peptide
substrate. The only known exception of this rule in vertebrates is again rat where the
first G (G197) is replaced by D197. Recall that in rat also has the mutation H181R. Hence,
two neutral residues, H181 and G197, are replaced by two oppositely charged residues,
R and D. This could be a compensatory pair of mutations if both residues were close
in space. In fact, 1vhh shows that, if the C-terminus would be extended by (S/T)(G/D)G,
the G/D197 in the C-terminal peptide of one ShhN protein could be very close to H/R181
of a neighboring ShhN protein (Figure 3.14D). Such a compensatory mutation makes, of
course, only sense if the proximity between zinc center and C-terminal peptide observed
in Ca0 (1vhh) is functionally relevant, e.g. if the C-terminal peptide is a substrate of a
ShhN peptidase.
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As mentioned above, ShhN proteins form large oligomers [47], a situation in which many
ShhN molecules are close neighbors, and thus may expose their C-termini to cannibalysis
[233] by neighboring ShhN molecules.
Conserved glycines in ShhN as possible cleavage sites
Most Lysostaphin-like enzymes (one of the LAS peptidase groups) are believed to cleave
glycyl-glycin or glycyl-alanine peptide bonds [147]. Remarkably, there is a GG motif right at
the C-terminus of ShhN. This GG motif is conserved in vertebrates, i.e. in organisms with
an intact zinc center, but not in Drosophila, where the zinc center is missing. Cleavage of
the peptide bond between these glycines would be functionally relevant, as the C-terminal
G198 carries an important cholesterol modification [28, 74], and cleavage of the C-terminal
glycine would remove this cholesterol. At the molecular level, removal of cholesterol may
e.g. dissolve ShhN oligomers [63] and thus expose it to other peptidases, or it could
increase the mobility of ShhN [234]. Very recently, it has been reported that a fraction
of ShhN may act in an unlipidated form, though it remained unclear how this form is
generated [52]. The removal of the cholesterol by ShhN proposed here could contribute
to this fraction.
A GG-cholesterol motif is also an noteworthy substrate candidate because of its hydropho-
bic nature. There is a sizable, shallow hydrophobic pocket close to the zinc (marked with
black ellipse in Figure 3.14D), extending from L140 over W173 to F48. This pocket has
an electrostatic potential close to zero, independently of the Ca2+ binding state (Figure
3.14), which means that the binding of the cholesterol group could be decoupled from
the peptidase activity.
To test whether the shallow hydrophobic pocket is suitable for binding cholesterol, molec-
ular docking have been performed to the complete surface of ShhN with cholesterol as
ligand. Due to the proposed binding pocket lies in the vicinity of the zinc ion, and the
zinc is presumed to be co-ordinated in Ca0 and Ca1 by a well-defined water molecule,
two docking runs were carried out, one with this water and one without. In both runs
the hydrophobic pocket close to the zinc was identified as the dominant binding site,
accommodating the cholesterol molecule in various orientations and poses (Figure C2 in
Appendix C). There was only one further binding site in a distance of more than 2 nm
to that pocket, but this alternative binding site turned up at rank 14 or worse amongst
the 20 best poses (Tables C11 and C12 in Appendix C). The binding of the cholesterol
in this hydrophobic pocket is compatible with the observed pair of assumed compen-
satory mutations between mouse (H181, G197) and rat (R181, D197): if one places G/D197
close to H/R181, the C-terminal G198 will hover just above the zinc ion, pointing with its
cholesterylated C-terminus to the hydrophobic pocket (Figure 3.14D).
This extended hydrophobic pocket also indicates a possible mechanism for the extraction
of cholesterol from the membrane. The pocket is large, shallow, and well-accessible at the
surface. Thus, ShhN may dip with this part into the membrane and recruit a cholesterol
C-terminally attached to a neighboring ShhN. Similar mechanisms have been proposed
for other lipid binding proteins with extended hydrophobic regions [235, 236].
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The other substrate pattern suggested by comparison with lysostaphins is glycyl-alanine.
There are two such GA motifs conserved in ShhN. The first lies at G58, and this GA
motif is conserved in vertebrates, but not in Drosophila. The other lies at G94 and is
almost conserved in all Hh proteins (including Drosophila), except for Tiggy-Winkle Hh
in zebrafish where this G is replaced by N. The GA motif at G58 seems to be a better
candidate as the glycine is well-accessible, and it is part of a predominantly hydrophobic
peptide TLGASG that is strictly conserved in all vertebrate Hh, but not in Drosophila.
The set of potential cleavage sites discussed above could be extended to a total of 13
conserved glycines, several of which are well exposed at the surface and have hydrophobic
neighbor residues.
pH dependency of ShhN stability
The pKa values for all protonatable groups in ShhN based on PDB entry 1vhh [141] were
estimated. We found that the protonatable groups in the calcium binding site have pKa
values of 6 and lower (Table C13 in Appendix C). This means that at neutral pH the binding
site should be fully deprotonated. However, there are in the calcium binding site three
carboxylate groups (E91, D96, E127) with pKa between 5 and 6, indicating a tendency for
deprotonation at pH 5 and thus a weaker affinity to Ca2+. Thus, ShhN peptidase could
be switched on by shifting the pH from neutral to pH 5. In vitro experiments confirmed
these predictions [237].
There is only one further group with a pKa between 5 and 6, namely H181, with a pKa
of 5.5 in Ca0 (1vhh). In the first X-ray structure [141], H181 is described as forming a
charged hydrogen bond with the carboxylate of putative catalytic E177, and thus stabiliz-
ing the latter. According to our pKa estimate, the shifting of pH from 5 to 6 would make
protonation of H181 less likely and thus destabilize E177.
Calcium ions enhance interaction between ShhN and binding partners
Table 3.2: Estimated second-order rate constants of the as-
sociation between ShhN and regulators of the signaling.
Rate constants are reported with 95% confidence intervals
and expressed in M 1  s 1.
Complex Ca states
Ca0 Ca1 Ca2
ShhN-Cdo - 290.2 105 464.6 105
ShhN-Hhip 2.2 105 5.9 105 57.6 105
ShhN-5e1 0.1 105 0.4 105 2.2 105
The evidence showed so far, sup-
ports the hypothesis that ShhN is
a peptidase that is switched off
by the binding of the Ca2 calcium
ion. However, this fact does not
imply that this is the only func-
tion of this calcium ion. It has
been shown experimentally that
calcium ions contribute also to
the interaction between ShhN and
positive or negative regulators of
the signaling such as Cdo, Hhip, Ptc and Gas1 [87, 88, 93, 94, 158]. To investigate the
implication of calcium in the association of ShhN with different partners, BD simulations
of three complexes were performed. ShhN-Cdo (based on 3d1m), ShhN-Hhip (based on
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2wfx) and ShhN-5e11 (based on 3mxw) in Ca0, Ca1 and Ca2 states.
Table 3.2 shows the estimated second-order rate constants of the association between
ShhN and binding partners. It is remarkable how the presence of Ca2 enhances the inter-
action in the three complexes while in absence of calcium ions the association between
ShhN and Cdo does not occur. These results are in agreement with the data reported
by [87] in which, the binding of ShhN to Cdo is abolished in the presence of a calcium
chelator like EGTA. The rate value of 2.2 105 M 1  s 1 obtained in BD calculations for
the complex ShhN-5e1 in Ca2 state (see last row and column in Table 3.2), reproduces
well the experimentally observed rate of 2.09 105 M 1  s 1 [158]. Moreover, it has been
shown experimentally that the presence of both Zn2+ and Ca2+ increases the binding
affinity of partners for HhN from 10 to 20 fold on average [87, 94].
Despite some differences are appreciated in the association of ShhN with partners, in
general, the interface area of Cdo, Hhip and 5e1 overlaps and the calcium ions seem to
be critical for this interaction. Interestingly, the electrostatics of the region where the
interaction takes place, heavily depends on the presence of calcium.
Disruption of the calcium binding site
Mutations within the Ca2+ center (D89V, E91K, E91G, D96N, D96E, T126N and E127K)
were introduced in mouse ShhN to investigate whether they affect the stability of the
calcium binding site. Four out of five of these residues are coordinating the calcium ions.
Therefore, one should expect that somehow these single mutations alter the calcium
center. Despite residue D89 does not contact the ion directly, it has been shown that
stabilizes the conformation of the loop (L2) by forming hydrogen bonds to two backbone
amides [87].
All mutations disrupted the calcium binding to a greater or lesser extend compared to the
wild type (Ca2 state). The introduction of single mutations as D96E and T126N are not
so critical for the stability and maintenance of the calcium metal center. This fact is not
surprising considering that both are neutral mutations. The analysis of first coordination
shell of calcium ions with a cut-off of 0.3 nm reveals that, for D96E and T126N mutants
Ca1 and Ca2 remain mainly engulfed by their native ligands. Residue E131 takes the
position of D132 and this replacement permits that loops L2 and L3 stay close to each
other and both, Ca1 and Ca2 keep bound to ShhN. Nevertheless, mutations like D89V,
E91K, E91G, E127 and D96N grossly affect the calcium binding. The flexibility of binding
loops L2 and L3 increases breaking up the binding site.
Figure 3.15 shows the behavior of ligand residues and oxygen waters residing in the
first coordination shell of Ca1 (left panel) and Ca2 (right panel) for E91K mutant. While
Ca1 is still coordinated by the side chain of carboxylate oxygens (note that D89 forms
part of coordinating ligands), no residue ligands are present in the coordination of Ca2.
1The monoclonal antibody 5e1 is a Hh pathway inhibitor that has been extensively used to elucidate
vertebrate Hh biology due to its ability to block binding of Hh to the receptor Ptc.
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This means that, the binding of Ca2 is completely abolished and the pocket has been
filled with solvating waters. Taking into account that, electrostatics play a crucial role in
the association of calcium ions (see above) the change in the electrostatic charge from
negative to positive (for instance, mutations E91K and E127K) might be one explanation
for these findings.
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Figure 3.15: Ligand variations of E91K mutant in the first coordination shell of calcium ions. Left panel shows
the residues residing in Ca1 during the simulation time analyzed and right panel shows the number of water
molecules coordinating Ca2. The analysis was done applying a distance cut-off of 0.3 nm.
These results are in agreement with experiments where the crystal structures of some IhhN
mutants (Ihh mouse nomenclature: E95K, D100E and E131K) are reported [238]. Although
these experiments were performed using Ihh protein, the high degree of similarity shared
by ShhN and IhhN (about 92%) and the level of conservation of these residues in Hh
sequences make possible the extrapolation of results. The authors found that, especially
E95K (E91K in Shh mouse) alters the range of Ihh signaling in vivo. Besides, impaired
interactions of Ihh with Ptc, Cdo and Gas1 caused by these mutations have been reported
[87, 139]. Based on this, the disruption of Ca2 binding observed here might be a plausible
explanation for the impaired interaction observed between Hh and partners that can also
alter Hh signaling. An alternative might be that these mutations affect the multimerization
and the stability of HhN proteins.
3.4 Conclusions
First, the results described in this chapter are in agreement with the hypothesis of ShhN as
a zinc exopeptidase that is stabilized by one calcium ion binding in a specific pocket, and
switched off by a second calcium ion binding with a lower affinity in another pocket. The
switching mechanism involves dragging of glutamic acid residue 127 towards the calcium
center, a movement that is transmitted to the zinc center through several residues coupled
to E127, notably histidine 135 which is bound to E127 by a hydrogen bond. The dragging
of E127 pulls this H135 away from the putative substrate. Another notable effect of the
binding of the second calcium is the destabilization of a catalytic water molecule that
co-ordinates the zinc ion.
The C-terminal peptide of ShhN is proposed as peptidase substrate, including the choles-
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terol covalently attached to the C-terminal G198. This terminal cholesterylated glycine
could be cleaved off by ShhN at low calcium concentrations, when only the Ca1 calcium
binding site is occupied.
From the two mutations in rat ShhN compared to mouse ShhN one can conclude that
these are a pair of compensatory mutations: H181mouse ! R181rat, and G197mouse !
D197rat, with the latter a direct neighbor of the C-terminal G198. Accordingly, is pre-
dicted that chimeric ShhN with combinations H181/D197 or R181/G197 should be partially
compromised in the assumed peptidase function. The predictions above are clearly exper-
imentally testable. However, it is less clear where and when in vivo the calcium regulation
of peptidase function comes into play, though phylogenetic conservation of all parts of
its mechanism supports its relevance.
The question arises where and when ShhN encounters such low Ca2+ concentrations.
[Ca2+] in blood is usually tightly controlled at a relatively high level, and hence this
does not seem a likely place for enzymatic activation. More promising are interstitial
or intracellular compartments. In various interstitial fluids [Ca2+] values between 30 mM
[239] and 20 mM [240] have been reported, so that there the hypothesized enzymatic
function could be switched on and off. In neural tissue, Ca2+ concentrations can be
transiently depleted [241, 242]. ShhN could also be internalized into cells and exposed
to lower [Ca2+] there.
The biological context is unknown that combines low [Ca2+] conditions with the necessity
of removing the cholesterylated C-terminal glycine of ShhN. The fundamental importance
of the ShhN cholesterol modification is well-supported by experiment [28, 71, 74]. At
the molecular level, removal of cholesterol may e.g. dissolve ShhN oligomers [63] and
increase the mobility of ShhN [234]. Very recently, it has been reported that a fraction
of ShhN may act in an unlipidated form, though it remained unclear how this form is
generated [52]. The removal of the cholesterol by ShhN proposed here could contribute
to this fraction.
Second, the fact that ShhN could be a peptidase that is switched off by the binding of the
Ca2 calcium ion, does not exclude the possible function of calcium ions as modulators
of the HhN signaling. The disruption of the calcium binding site by the introduction
of single mutations, and the remarkable contribution of Ca2 calcium to strength the
interaction between ShhN and binding partners, support this hypothesis. A significant
issue to keep in mind is that, the electrostatics of the region involved in the binding
of HhN regulators, heavily depends on the presence of calcium. Drosophila is one of
the few known cases where HhN has no zinc center and the Cdo analog Ihog binds to
a different region independently of calcium. The differences observed among vertebrate
and invertebrates, could indicate that at the level of the molecular interaction network,
both functions, binding of positive regulators and ShhN peptidase activity, may be linked.
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the most
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CHAPTER 4
MOLECULAR
INSIGHTS INTO
SONIC HEDGEHOG
DIMERIZATION
4.1 Introduction
The signaling activity of HhN proteins is controlled at different levels such as morphogen
multimerization, multimer release, spread through tissues and reception at the target cells.
It has been suggested that this process is also regulated by heparan sulfate proteoglycans
(HSPGs) expression. In this regard, two highly positive HhN regions have been identified
in the interaction with negatively charged heparan sulfate chains [46, 111].
In mammalians, HhN proteins are mostly released from producing cells as multimeric
forms [36]. However, how HhN proteins recognize each other is still under investigation.
Therefore, how the HhN multimers form remains an unsolved question. The identification
of the different mechanisms that control the formation and routing of Hh represents one
of the major challenges nowadays.
In this chapter, assuming that the simplest form of ShhN multimerization is a homodimer,
the role of calcium ions on ShhN-ShhN association was investigated by computational
tools. Taking as starting point the hypothesis that the presence of the second calcium
contributes to the stability of ShhNdimer, the dynamics of the recognition sites in ShhN
complexes that have different interface sizes were compared and described at the molec-
ular level. Two hydrophobic residues buried at the dimeric interface might be critical for
the formation of a stable homodimer complex by organizing core residues and provid-
ing favorable electrostatic interactions between adjacent molecules. Finally, a plausible
biologically relevant multimerization model of HhN proteins is proposed based on crystal
symmetry analysis and both, experimental and theoretical evidence.
4.2. Computational Methods
4.2 Computational Methods
Homodimer model: The molecular structure of ShhNdimer model was taken from Ref.
[63]. Based on previous experimental studies [64], simulations were performed with and
without the N-terminal extension of ShhN (blue in Figure 4.1 and here called ”tail” ). The
tail comprises residues from G25 to K38 (human ShhN nomenclature). As in Chapter 3,
three different states with respect to Ca2+ binding were studied for both tail (DT) and
no tail (DNT) systems. ShhN complexes without calcium (DT0, DNT0) were based on PDB
entry 3m1n [243]. Positions of the calcium ions were taken after structural alignment
from: ShhN with one Ca2+ (DT1, DNT1) based on PDB entry 3n1r [88], and ShhN with
two Ca2+ (DT2, DNT2) based on PDB entry 3mxw [158]. For convenience, when referring
just to the calcium states independently of the complex studied (DT or DNT) they will
be named after the number of calcium ions: D0 (0 calcium), D1 (1 calcium) and D2 (2
calciums).
Two point mutations (I48A, V166A) were introduced at the interface between monomeric
subunits with the program SCWRL4 [221]. Default parameters were used. The complex
of ShhN-ShhN with tail and zero calcium at the binding site (DT0) was taken as a template.
MD simulations: The MD of human ShhNdimer and mutantdimers (I48A, V166A) was sim-
ulated with the GROMACS 4.5 package [166]. The GROMOS96 43a1 force field was
used with optimized Lennard-Jones parameters C6 = 2.0  10 3 kJ/mol nm6 and C12 =
1.67  10 6 kJ/mol nm12 for Ca2+ interactions.
Ca1
Ca1
Ca2
Ca2
Figure 4.1: ShhNdimer model used. The
model is based on PDB entry 3m1n and
taken from [64]. Residues G25-K38 com-
posing the N-terminal extension called
”tail” are highlighted in cyan. Subunit 1
(light grey) and 2 (black) are depicted as
cartoon tubes. Calcium (green) and zinc
(yellow) ions are shown as spheres.
Each system was simulated in triplicate using the
following protocol. Initial protein structures were
solvated in a rhombic dodecahedron box of SPC/E
water with a minimum of 1.0 nm distance between
protein and faces of box. Residues were assumed
to be protonated according to their normal states
at pH 7. Na+ and Cl  ions were added to neutralize
the system at an ionic strength of 0.15 mol/l. The
Particle Mesh Ewald method was used to compute
electrostatic interactions under periodic boundary
conditions. Structures were energy minimized and
equilibrated by molecular dynamics for 2 ns. Pro-
duction simulations were run for 20 ns with a time
step of 2 fs. NPT conditions were used with temper-
ature and pressure stabilized at 300 K by V-rescale
thermostat and 1 atm by Parinello-Rahman baro-
stat, respectively. Bonds were constrained using
the LINCS algorithm. Snapshots of the trajectories
were saved every 100 ps. The last 15 ns of all trajectories were analyzed. RMSD and
RMSF were calculated from trajectories for all interface backbone atoms. The interface
between subunits was defined as any residue of one ShhN subunit that was in contact
with any residue of the adjacent ShhN subunit within a distance of 0.6 nm. For all sta-
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tistical analyses R version 2.12 [222] was used.
Buried surface area calculation: Solvent accessible surface areas were calculated from
trajectories with the program NACCESS [215]. Default van der Waal radius was used ac-
cording to [244] and the radius of the water probe was set to 0.14 nm. Subsequently,
the buried surface area (the area of the accessible surface on both partners that becomes
inaccessible to solvent due to protein-protein contacts) was calculated. This area is the
sum of the SASA of the isolated components less that of the complex.
Hydrogen bonds calculation: Polar interactions at dimeric interfaces were determined us-
ing the program HBPLUS [217]. Standard geometrical parameters were used and a cut-off
of 0.3 nm was applied.
Electrostatic calculations: Electrostatic potentials were computed by solving the non-
linear Poisson-Boltzmann equation with APBS [195] using a grid with 0.05 nm spacing,
dielectric constants of 79 and 2 outside and inside ShhNdimer, respectively, and a water
probe of radius 0.14 nm. Temperature was set to 310K, ionic strength to 0.1 mol/l NaCl
outside ShhN and 0 mol/l inside ShhN. Zinc and calcium pqr files were generated using
a charge of +2 and an ionic radius of 0.088 and 0.114 nm respectively. Charges and radii
were assigned to the protein with PDB2PQR v.1.8 [224] using AMBER99 [225] force field
parameters.
Binding free energy calculations: The nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation calculations
were also used to estimate the electrostatic contributions to the binding (dissociation)
free energy between ShhN monomeric subunits as a function of the monovalent salt
concentration. The three calcium states were evaluated to estimate the influence of the
ion in the stability of multimeric ShhN. This binding free energy is calculated in terms of
transfer free energies from a homogeneous dielectric environment (where interactions are
described by Coulomb’s law) to an inhomogeneous dielectric environment with differing
internal (e = 2, protein) and external (e = 79, solvent) dielectric constants (Figure 4.2).
The general method divides the binding process into solvation (Gsolv) and Coulombic
(electrostatic) (Gcoul) components:
DGbind = DDGsolv + DGcoul (4.1)
where, the solvation energy contribution to the binding is then given by steps 4 and 2
in Figure 4.2:
DDGsolv = DG4   DG2 = DGsolv(complex)  DGsolv(mol1)  DGsolv(mol2) (4.2)
and the change in Coulombic electrostatic energy upon binding, has the form:
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DGcoul =  DG1 = Gcoul(complex)  Gcoul(mol1)  Gcoul(mol2) (4.3)
1
3
4 2
Figure 4.2: Thermodynamic cycle representing the steps of the
binding free energy calculation for two solute proteins. Free ener-
gies from a homogeneous dielectric environment are transferred
to an inhomogeneous dielectric environment with differing inter-
nal (red) and external (cyan) dielectric constants. The binding
(dissociation) free energy is depicted in step 3.
Coulombic interactions should be
calculated using the same uni-
form dielectric constant as the
reference state of the solvation
energy above. If the refer-
ence dielectric (protein dielec-
tric constant) is different from
1 then, all electrostatic energies
need to be divided by the in-
ternal dielectric; in this particu-
lar case, a dielectric constant of
2.
Matching of molecular structures:
EpitopeMatch [223] was used to
identify amongst 5913 calcium
binding proteins in the PDB cal-
cium centers that are similar to
the calcium center of ShhN. The
following nine groups were taken
as the query epitope: E90, E91,
D96, T126, E127, D130, D132 and
two calcium ions. The quality
of the matches was evaluated in
terms of RMSD and similarity in-
dex. Was used a matching mode in which the two structures are aligned so that a
maximum number of chemically identical atoms from both structures was superimposed,
and between these the match with the lowest RMSD was chosen.
Inspection of the crystal lattice: PDB entries 1vhh [141], 3m1n [46], 4c4n [111] and 4c4m
[111] were inspected with Pymol Molecular Graphics System, version 1.4.1 Schrödinger,
LLC. A set of protein coordinates related by crystal symmetry was generated in order to
investigate a new biologically relevant mode of multimerization.
4.3 Results and Discussion
Ca2 calcium ion does not enhance ShhN dimerization
The first question addressed in this study was whether the calcium ions stabilize the
dimeric ShhN structure. Therefore, the three different calcium states D0, D1 and D2 were
examined. Based on this, other aspects related to the recognition sites of ShhNdimer
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were considered: the size and chemical character of the protein surface buried at the
interfaces; atoms that make contacts across the interface and polar interactions through
hydrogen bonds.
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Figure 4.3: Buried surface area of ShhNdimers. (A) BSA of DNT complexes and (B) DT complexes. A color
code according to the number of calcium ions present in the simulated systems is shown: zero calcium
(red), one calcium (blue) and two calciums (black). Complexes D2 are significantly different from D0 and D1
respectively at 0.05 significance level (see Tables D1 and D2 in Appendix D). BSA is expressed in nm2.
The total buried dimeric interface of DT (tail) and DNT (no-tail) complexes with 0 Ca2+,
1 Ca2+, and 2 Ca2+ is shown in Figure 4.3. As was expected, interface sizes of DT
and DNTdimers are quite different. DT complexes have a BSA almost 100 nm2 larger
than DNTcomplexes. Tail residues seem to contribute significantly to the buried area.
Surprisingly, the smallest interfaces in both DT and DNT complexes correspond to D2
state. D2 was the only different from other states at a significance level of 0.05 (see
Table D1, D2 in Appendix D). The median value of DNT2 complexes is in the range of
81 nm2 which represents, just 5.6% of the total accessible surface area of the dimer.
Although this interface size is small compared to the other states D0 and D1, it still
exceeds the minimum size of 50 nm2 required for physiological protein-protein interfaces
[245]. The number of interface residues and the calculated BSAs are linearly correlated
with a Pearson´s correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.93 (See Figure D3 in Appendix D). As
the buried interface area in DNT complexes is significantly smaller than in DT complexes,
is not unexpected to find less residues at the interface between the two subunits in
DNTdimers.
The chemical composition of ShhN buried protein surfaces is mixed. It comprises non-
polar groups that form van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions, and polar groups that
form H-bonds and/or salt bridges. While buried atoms are more non-polar for DNT com-
plexes (56%), for DT complexes are more polar (55%). These results are not unexpected
if the presence of the highly positive Cardin-Weintraub (CW) sequence is considered in
DT complexes.
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Figure 4.4: Stable hydrogen bonds at
ShhNdimer interfaces that are not affected
by the presence of calcium. ShhN sub-
units are colored light grey and black re-
spectively. Residues D152 and R155 have
been reported to be involved in Hh multi-
merization [64]. Hydrogen bonds are shown
as black lines.
On average, all interfaces share seven H-bonds
(mainly involving side chains atoms) that remain
quite stable during dynamics, see Figure 4.4. Two
out of ten residues involved in these H-bonds, D152
and R155, have been reported before to contribute
to Hh multimerization [64]. For both DT and DNT
complexes, the number of H-bonds tends to in-
crease as the number of calcium ions decrease. In-
terestingly, the formation of complexes that have
larger interfaces implicate the interaction of the N-
terminal residues including the tail (residues 25-38)
and one calcium binding loop defined in Chapter 3
as L3 (residues 128-139). The more rigid structure
of ShhN monomer due to the presence of calcium
ions implies less mobility, particularly for calcium
binding loops L2 and L3. Therefore, it can be in-
ferred that the less flexible the loops at the inter-
face, the less contacts can be established with the
adjacent molecule. Moreover, the contact between
the N-terminal and L3 implicate the electrostatic in-
teraction of a positively charged patch (especially
the CW motif) of one subunit and a highly negative
area of the other subunit. Thus, it is very likely
that this area may be affected by the presence of
calcium ions.
Figure 4.5 shows electrostatic potentials calculated
for DT complexes in the three states D0, D1 and D2.
The calculation is based on the crystal arrangement proposed by [64]. The area where
the interaction between residues in the tail and loop L3 occurs is enclosed by an ellipse.
As it was expected, in D2 state the number of positive charges at the interface strongly
increases in comparison with D0 and D1 states.
The removal of calcium ions, however, favors the electrostatic interaction between the
positive N-terminal extension (CW motif) and negative residues located in the vicinity
of calcium pocket. Although in Figure 4.5 just the DT complexes are shown, the same
pattern is observed for DNT complexes. It is important to note that, in DNT complexes
the highly positive CW motif is missed but polar contacts are observed in DNT0 and DNT1
states between N-terminal and L3 calcium loop.
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Figure 4.5: Electrostatics of ShhNdimers with zero, one and two calcium ions. From left to right D0, D1, and D2 states. The
molecular surface of the proteins is colored according to the electrostatic potential; blue is positive and red is negative. SAS is
transparent for a better visibility of the molecular structure. The ellipse encloses the region where the tail (residues 25-38) and
loop L3 interact. Calcium (green) and zinc (yellow) ions are depicted as spheres and highlighted in the lower subunit by green
and yellow circles respectively. Electrostatic potentials were scaled to the range of -1 (red) and 1 kT/e (blue).
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To further investigate how much the number of calcium ions affect the ShhN dimerization,
the electrostatic contribution to the solvation free energies was determined with APBS
program [195]. The binding free energies were computed by taking the difference between
the free energy of the complex and that of the summation of the ShhN subunits. As shown
in Figure 4.6, D0 and D1 states have the most favorable binding free energy. Consistent
with the previous findings, D2 state shows the most unfavorable energy values. The
presence of the tail strength the binding between ShhN subunits particularly, for DT0 and
DT1 complexes where the binding energy increases by a factor of about 3.5 compared to
DNT0 and DTN1 complexes. Importantly, all these observations point out that in contrast
to the initial hypothesis, the presence of the second calcium (Ca2; see Figure 4.1) does
not contribute to the stability of ShhNdimer, suggesting a weaker complex that seems to
have fewer contacts between the ShhN subunits.
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Figure 4.6: Electrostatic contribution to the binding free energies of ShhNdimers. Binding free energies have
been calculated for the last 15 ns simulated of DNT complexes (A) and DT complexes (B). In both DNT and
DT complexes, two calcium bound dimers exhibited significant differences from one and zero calcium dimers.
See Tables D3 and D4 in Appendix D for details.
Diversity of interfaces
To examine in more detail whether the ShhN protein conformation is changed upon
association of Ca2 calcium ion, as well as, the contribution of the CW motif to ShhN
multimerization, the recognition sites of all complexes were investigated. Analysis of the
trajectories revealed that on average, one feature that all (or almost all) complexes share
is that the number of polar and non-bonded interactions decreases as the number of
calcium ions bound to ShhNdimer increases.
Unlike D2 state, D0 and D1 states show a similar binding mode in both DT and DNT com-
plexes. In DNT0 and DNT1 complexes, contacts between the two ShhN subunits involve
the N-terminal residues (L39-A43, Q46, F47) besides calcium binding loops L2 and L3
from the complementarity subunit. DNT2 complexes exhibited a more open conformation
with fewer contacts in this area (Figure 4.7). This can be attributed to an electrostatic
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repulsion within the whole positive patch observed in Figure 4.5). The same pattern is
appreciated in DT complexes but the analysis was not that obvious here because, some
residues in the CW motif participate actively in the ShhN dimerization. In DT0 and DT1
complexes, residues R33, R34 and K37 of one subunit were always involved in H-bonds
or electrostatic interactions with adjacent residues of L3 loop of the other subunit, these
interactions comprised principally side chains atoms.
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Figure 4.7: Comparison of ShhNdimers in
DNT0 and DNT2 complexes. Sample struc-
tures close to the cluster centers of DNT0
and DNT2 ensembles were taken from MD
simulations. DNT2 dimer (black) shows
fewer contacts between ShhN subunits in
comparison to DNT0 (red) dimer. Black ar-
rows point out to the N-terminal extension
”tail” from one ShhN subunit and L2 and L3
loops of the adjacent ShhN subunit respec-
tively.
DT0 complex exhibited an extra H-bond between the
side chain of H35 and the side chain of E131. Nev-
ertheless, in DT2 complexes only the main chain of
residue R34 is engaged in a H-bond with E136; the
side chain of R34 was exposed to the solvent most
of simulated time. Side chain of R33 showed the
same behavior in all three calcium states and was
implicated in many bonds. Additional contacts were
observed for DT0 and DT1 complexes (in contrast to
DT2) between N-terminal residues and the adjacent
R123. Furthermore of R123, another residue, K87
have been predicted to contribute to ShhN dimer-
ization [64]. Opposed to experimental reports, the
examination of all trajectories showed that residue
K87 was not nearly contacting the ShhN neighbor
molecule.
Together, these findings suggest that association
of Ca2 calcium ion induces a different arrangement
of ShhNdimer in comparison to one and zero states.
The conformational change that takes place seems
to be primarily governed by different small loop
movements. Indeed, less contacts were found in
DT2 and DNT2 complexes which is consistent with
the smaller size of BSA determined (see Figure 4.3).
In agreement with experiments reported by Farshi
et al. [48], from the five positive charged residues
that form the CW motif just three, residues R33, R34 and K37 appear to have the major
contribution to the ShhN multimerization. Residues K32 and K38 were not involved in
any contact between ShhN subunits; which could have two different meanings: one, K32
and K38 may interact with solvent rather than with residues at the dimeric interface and
two, they may interact with highly sulfated molecules as heparin or heparan sulfate also
implicated in Hh multimerization.
Critical hydrophobic residues at the ShhN dimeric interface
So far, only the contribution of polar residues and calcium ions to ShhN multimerization
has been analyzed. However, considering the role that hydrophobic interactions play
in protein-protein interactions, the focus lays on the search of non polar residues that
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might play a pivotal role in multimerization. To this end, the buried surface area of all
hydrophobic residues located at the interface of ShhNdimer was calculated.
Table 4.1: BSA of residues I48 and
V166. Residues I48 and V166 are lo-
cated at the dimeric interface of ShhN.
The number in parenthesis is the per-
centage of buried surface upon dimer
formation.
Hydrophobic
residues BSA (nm
2)
I48 9.7 (58.8)
V166 9.67 (65.8)
Two buried residues, I48 and V166 were identified
among all complexes and surprisingly, they are posi-
tioned in the center of a hydrogen bond network formed
by residues located at the dimeric interface (Figure 4.8).
As shown in Table 4.1, I48 and V166 have about 59
and 66%, respectively, of their solvent accessible sur-
face area buried within the dimeric interface. Besides,
they have the larger buried surface area found (9.7 nm2)
among other hydrophobic residues. While V166 is very
well conserved along Hh proteins and was directly in-
volved in a H-bond with R155 (see Figure 4.4; I48 (Shh)
is replaced by a serine in Ihh homolog and by a valine in Dhh homolog.
Figure 4.8: Location of hydrophobic residues I48 and
V166 at the ShhN dimeric interface. Residues involved
in H-bonds (see Figure 4.4) are shown as sticks. I48
(yellow) and V166 (green) are located in the center of
the H-bond network that all these residues form.
The fact that I48 is replaced by a differ-
ent residue in each Hh vertebrate homolog
could indicate that this residue has little
or no importance for Hh biological activity.
However, its physical location, hydropho-
bicity index and buried surface were issues
that favored its selection as a potential
candidate to affect the ShhN multimeriza-
tion. To test the contribution of both, I48
and V166 in ShhN dimerization, two sin-
gle point mutant proteins were generated
(I48A and V166A), and further simulated by
molecular dynamics.
Comparison of dimeric buried surface ar-
eas, as well as, atomic fluctuations and
RMSD values at the interfaces revealed
that, the introduction of alanine muta-
tions at these specific sites are detrimen-
tal for the association of ShhNdimers (see
Figure 4.9 and Tables D5–D8 in Appendix
D). Mutantdimers exhibit a significantly less
buried surface area than the wild type (red in Figure 4.9A). Besides, RMSDs of mutant
proteins are about 0.1 nm higher than DT0dimer indicating a less stable structure during
dynamics (Figure 4.9B). The flexibility observed for backbone atoms of I48A and V166A
mutants, particularly for tail residues (see Figure 4.9C) of one subunit might suggests a
rearrangement of this area that is not favorable to yield an stable ShhNdimer. To deter-
mine how much each mutation affects ShhN dimerization, binding free energies between
the two associating subunits were calculated for the wild type and mutants. The results
showed in Figure 4.9D indicate that the binding strength of ShhNdimers was also affected
by these mutations yielding a less favorable electrostatic interaction between the ShhN
subunits.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of mutantdimers I48A and V166A regarding to the reference DT0 complex. Different
computational tools were considered in the analysis (A) Buried surface area between the subunits, (B) and
(C) RMSD and RMSF respectively, of backbone atom residues at the interface. (D) electrostatic contribution
to the binding free energy of dimers. The interface between the subunits was estimated as any residue of
one ShhN subunit in contact with the adjacent ShhN subunit at a distance less than 0.6 nm. See Tables
D5–D8 in Appendix D for all statistical details.
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Figure 4.10: Conservation of H-bonds in MD simulations of DT0, I48A and V166A. Hydrogen bonds (measured in nm) of the wild type (red),
I48A (yellow) and V166A (green) were measured during the last 15 ns of the simulations. All H-bonds are disrupted in ShhN mutants. The
hydrophobic side chains of residues I48 and V166 appear to be required to stabilize this H-bond network between the ShhN subunits. See
Tables D9–D14 in Appendix D for all statistical details.
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Additionally, the conservation of hydrogen bonds in the mutant dimers was analyzed
and compared to the wild type. Figure 4.10 shows how all the six H-bonds studied are
significantly different in I48A and V166A mutants with respect to DT0 complex (wild type).
An alignment of clustered structures taken from trajectories corroborate these findings.
H-bonds of residue N50 with D152 and R153 respectively, and the one between F170 and
R155 also show significant differences among the mutants (from left to right in Figure 4.10:
third plot in the first row and first and second plots in the second row, respectively). See
Tables D9–D14 in Appendix D for all statistical details.
E167 K178
Y44
S177
F170
R155
R153
D152N50
2.3
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.0
2.0
2.2
Figure 4.11: Aligned clustered structures taken from MD simulations of DT0 (red), I48A (yellow) and V166A
(green) respectively. Displacement of the residues involved in different hydrogen bonds at the dimeric
interface of I48A and V166A complexes can be appreciated. Such a change in the spatial conformation
leads to the loss of all hydrogen bonds observed in the wild type. Residues are shown in ball and stick
representation. Numbers at the dashed lines are distances in 0.1 nm. To ensure a better comprehension the
rest of the protein was removed.
As can be noticed in Figure 4.11 the side chain of residue E167 adopts in ShhN mutants
a spatial conformation completely different from DT0 complex which lead to a total loss
of two hydrogen bonds (E167-Y44 and E167-K178). The same is applied to residues
N50, R153 and R155 as is also shown in Figure 4.11. These observations point out
that hydrophobic residues may promote ShhN recognition indirectly, by stabilizing the
hydrogen bond network.
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Overall, the evidence suggest that mutation of key hydrophobic residues buried in the
dimeric interface of ShhN greatly compromises the affinity between the two subunits.
In absence of either I48 or V166, hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions become
disorganized and disrupted in the interface. I48 and V166 appear to promote the inter-
action of adjacent critical residues, favoring in this way the formation of ShhNdimers. I48
is an interesting residue due to the lower degree of conservation in Hh sequences. In
principle, it may not classify as a hot spot residue. Yet, the opposite is shown. In gen-
eral, no significant differences were found between I48A and V166A in the computational
estimations, except for the RMSD calculations and three H-bonds mentioned above. Nev-
ertheless, the equal or unequal contribution of each residue to ShhN dimerization can be
easily determined with experiments.
Ca2 may promote heparan sulfate binding
In contrast to our initial hypothesis that calcium might stabilize the ShhNdimer and enhance
multimerization, so far, all evidence suggest that the binding of Ca2 has a negative effect
on ShhN dimerization. Nevertheless, if the role that calcium ions play in the formation of
large aggregates in other biological systems is considered [246, 247] the question then
arises of how similar is the calcium binding site of ShhN to other calcium binding proteins
involved in analogous processes. To answer this question, a match between all available
calcium binding proteins in the PDB (5.913 structures, last access 2012) and nine ShhN
groups (E90, E91, D96, T126, E127, D130, D132 and two calcium ions) was carried out.
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Figure 4.12: RMSDs between ShhN and calcium binding proteins. (A) RMSDs between calcium centers from
all available calcium binding proteins in the PDB and ShhN double calcium center. (B) RMSDs between
annexin proteins family and ShhN double calcium center. The red stars highlighted X-ray structures that has
been crystallized bound to heparin. Calculations were carried out using EpitopeMatch [223].
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Three clusters can be clearly distinguished In Figure 4.12A. As expected, the lowest RMSDs
values (0.05-0.13 nm) correspond to all Hh family proteins (white boxplot). Surprisingly,
the second cluster (grey boxplot) is only composed of annexin proteins V and A2 while the
third cluster represents the rest of calcium binding proteins tested. Annexins are calcium
and membrane binding proteins that have been implicated in a wide range of functions in
eukaryotes including signaling [248]. Besides, they are known to bind glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs) in a calcium dependent fashion [248, 249]. While in annexin A2 the calcium ions
contact directly the heparin, annexin V does not show the same pattern. The calcium
ions induce in annexin V the required loop conformation for heparin binding.
To corroborate the findings described above, a second match was carried out between
the nine groups of ShhN and only annexin proteins (73 structures, last access in 2012).
Consistent with the previous results, Figure 4.12B shows that among the whole family of
Annexins the more similar to Shh are annexins V and A2. The red stars in Figure 4.12B
stand for annexin proteins that have been crystallized bound to heparin [248, 249]. It is
worth mentioning that outside the calcium binding site, ShhN and annexin proteins are
quite different thus the similarities found between the calcium binding site of annexin
proteins and ShhN were unexpected.
It is well known that Hh proteins bind GAG molecules, particularly heparan sulfate (HS)
or heparin. This interaction appears to facilitate Hh signaling cascades at various levels,
including secretion, retention and stabilization of binding partners [105, 106]. A recent
study [111] has shown that interaction between ShhN and heparin takes place through two
highly positive sites on ShhN. These two sites are: the already known Cardin-Weintraub
sequence (residues K32-K38) and another positive patch of residues K87, R123, R153,
R155 and K178 (not previously identified). The last one is in very close proximity to the
calcium binding site and overlap with many of the residues identified in the Shhdimer
model used here.
Based on these new evidence, the arrangement of the ShhNdimer model was analyzed
again but this time the two binding sites for GAG molecules were considered. As shown
in Figure 4.13A the ShhNdimer model used in this study provides a larger positive patch
recreating the ideal scenario for the GAG binding. These two sites are in close proximity
in the ShhN homodimer and the positive charge of this area is increased by the presence
of both calcium ions which are located at the dimeric interface. Both sites contain five
residues but whereas the CW motif has three lysines and two arginines, the recently
discovered GAG binding is composed of three arginines and two lysines. Arginine has
been shown to bind 2.5 times more tightly than lysine [250]. The guanidino group in
arginine forms more stable H-bonds as well as stronger electrostatic interactions with
sulfate groups [100]. Although the lack of experimental or theoretical reports about Hh-
GAG interactions can not support this argument, it will be very interesting to determine
whether the binding strength of GAG molecules is similar or not in these two binding
sites.
The sulfate ions shown in Figure 4.13A can be used to predict binding sites for GAGs
[251, 252]. These sulfate ions are usually originated from the crystallization buffer found
in the crystal structures of proteins. To corroborate the possible binding of GAGs to this
large positive patch, the X-ray structure of PDB entry 4c4m [111] was aligned two one of
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the subunits of ShhN-ShhN homodimer with an RMSD of 0.025 nm. Figure 4.13B shows
how the chondroitin sulfate (CS) coming from 4c4m structure perfectly match this area.
Besides, the open conformation observed for D2 complexes (see Figure 4.7) is consistent
with these findings indicating that a a GAG molecule can be accommodated in this space
and contact some residues of the large positive patch between subunits (as shown in
Figure 4.13B).
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Figure 4.13: Structural analysis of ShhN-GAG interactions. (A) The two binding sites proposed for GAG
molecules are in close proximity in the ShhN homodimer arrangement investigated in this study. Sulfate
ions shown as spheres indicate possible GAG binding. (B) The same view as in (A) including the X-ray
structure of 4c4m [111] depicted in magenta and aligned to one of ShhN subunits (RMSD of 0.025 nm). A
chondroitin sulfate molecule from 4c4m (in orange sticks) matches the position of some sulfate ions shown
in (A). Residues within the CW motif are colored in brown while residues forming the new GAG binding site
are colored in cyan (ShhN homodimer) and in magenta (PDB entry 4c4m).
In addition to this structural analysis, the effect of calcium ions in the binding of heparin
molecules to ShhN has been tested by computational tools [253]. The author has investi-
gated the three calcium states of ShhN (0, 1 and 2 bound calciums) and has found that in
the presence of Ca2 calcium ion, heparin shows a higher affinity for ShhN. These results
are in agreement with all evidence previously discussed and all together suggest that
Ca2 calcium ion may influence the specificity and/or the affinity of binding GAG molecules
for Hh proteins. In this way, a more stable an compact ShhN multimer can be formed
generating a concentration gradient required for the long-range spread.
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A biologically relevant mode of ShhN multimerization
Until now, the interactions between ShhN-ShhN have been studied using the model pro-
posed by [63] based on PDB entry 3m1n [243]. This arrangement was suggested as a
possible mode of multimerization for Hh proteins where the N-terminal extension has a
pivotal role. At first, the authors dismissed another contact observed in this X-ray struc-
ture within one unit cell due to the small buried surface area between ShhN molecules
(less than 50 nm2). Besides, the lack of the N-terminal region in other Hh crystal struc-
tures made impossible to find any contact areas exceeding 50 nm2. In this section, a
similar crystal symmetry analysis was performed considering three new X-ray structures
and the calcium free molecule from murine ShhN .
A set of Hh protein structures (PDB entries 1vhh, 3n1r, 4c4m and 4c4n) in the presence or
absence of calcium was analyzed to investigate whether such a ShhN-ShhN arrangement
(see Figure 4.1) is conserved in other crystal lattices and the possible existence of new
contacts between ShhN molecules.
Analysis of the symmetry contacts in the PDB entry 1vhh revealed a ShhN-ShhN interface
which appeared multiple times in the crystal lattice. The C-terminus of one Shh subunit
inserts into the binding cleft of an adjacent subunit, and has a buried surface area of about
140 nm2. An interesting point is that this arrangement is completely independent from the
one proposed by [63]. Both arrangements are physiologically relevant exceeding a buried
surface area of 100 nm2. But nevertheless, on the one hand the N-terminus extension
(residues G25-K38) of one ShhN molecule is extended in an area nearby the zinc center
of the partner molecule (3m1n) and, on the other hand, is the C-terminus which contacts
the zinc (1vhh). While the crystal contacts of 3n1r did not show any relevant interaction,
4c4n exhibited a ShhN dimeric structure that appears to be held together by the heparin
chain.
Unexpectedly, in the crystal lattice of PDB entry 4c4m similar contacts to the ones ob-
served in 1vhh and 3m1n respectively were found multiple times. Figure 4.14 summarizes
these findings. The ShhN monomer crystallized in the 4c4m structure is depicted in ma-
genta and was situated at the center of the coordinates axis (Figure 4.14A) where each
axis represents a different interaction mode. In Figure 4.14B, an arrangement similar
(97.5%) to the displayed in 1vhh is shown together with its surface electrostatic poten-
tial. The chondroitin sulfate was extended using all molecules obtained by the same
crystal symmetry operation. Note that CS lies in the dimeric interface of an arrangement
similar (90.4%) to the observed in 3m1n (Figure 4.14C). All residues involved in ShhN
multimerization [46, 47, 63] have been identified in the crystal lattice arrangement shown
in Figure 4.14A. Residues E72 and R73 (red square) [47] are located in the opposite face of
the dimeric interfaces identified in 1vhh and 3m1n structures respectively. Protein-protein
contacts between these three adjacent ShhN molecules are shown in Figure 4.14D.
All in all, a new model of ShhN multimerization has been proposed in this study (Figure
4.15) not only based on crystal structures but considering the dynamic properties of ShhN
proteins investigated by MD simulations. The basic idea behind the model is that dually
lipidated ShhN monomers produced in the endoplasmic reticulum are self associated
at the outer plasma membrane in such a way that, the palmitic acid and cholesterol
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modifications from adjacent molecules are embedded into the lipid bilayer. In agreement
with experimental data [68, 71], cholesterol modification might be sufficient to allow Hh
dimerization yielding soluble cell-surface clusters. To complete the picture, these clusters
can interact with heparin/heparan sulfate chains of glypican which enables them to form
compact larger clusters or visible nanoscale clusters [47] that can be further released from
the plasma membrane. The size of these big clusters can be determined by the lenght of
the GAG molecules. Once in the extracellular space, according to what is described in the
literature [36, 46], this large multimer of ShhN may diffuse far from its site of synthesis
to engage directly in long range signaling. The change in the pH levels and calcium
concentrations can regulate the peptidase activity of ShhN demonstrated in Chapter 3
leading to the formation of different concentration gradients.
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Figure 4.14: Analysis of the crystal lattice contacts of X-ray structure 4c4m. (A) Each axis represents a
different interaction mode of ShhN monomers. The red rectangle encloses the area where E72, R73 and
K75 residues from one ShhN molecule (orange) interact with Y81 (magenta), Y45 and K76 (cyan) residues of
adjacent ShhN molecule. (B) and (C) represent two different arrangements of ShhN molecules. The former
is determined by the contact of the C-terminal extension of one ShhN molecule (orange) which lies nearby
the zinc cleft from the adjacent ShhN molecule (magenta). The molecular surface was colored according to
its electrostatic potential, blue is positive and red is negative, and scaled to the range of -5 (red) and 5 kT/e
(blue). In contrast to (B), the arrangement observed in (C) is promoted by GAG molecules. In this particular
case, chondroitin sulfate is shown as sticks. (D) Zoom of the red rectangle showed in (A). Numbers at the
dashed lines are distances in 0.1 nm.
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An element to keep in mind regarding this model is that the way in which ShhN and HS
interact may change. It is known that the variation in the degree of sulfation can result
in different binding modes of HS or heparin with proteins that affect their activity [100].
For instance, the arrangement of the ShhN-heparin structure (4c4n) differs from the one
observed in ShhN-CS.
It is important to note that lack of X-ray structure available where either both lipid modifi-
cations (a cholesterol attached to the C-terminus and a palmitate added to the N-terminus)
or the complete C and N-terminus sequences appear in the crystal derogates any attempt
to test the proposed model. However, all evidence collected in this study (with the
accessible data) point to this direction. Further experimental tests are needed.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of the proposed model for ShhN multimerization. Dually lipidated ShhN monomer produced in the endoplasmic
reticulum is self associated at the outer plasma membrane in such a way that the palmitic acid and cholesterol modifications from adjacent molecules
are embedded into the lipid bilayer (orange and magenta ShhN monomers). The interaction with GAG chains enables ShhN to establish another way of
multimerization (magenta and cyan ShhN monomers) forming compact larger clusters that can be further released from the plasma membrane. For simplicity
the model has been represented in a two-dimensional space (a plane) but most likely all monomers in both arrangements are anchored in the membrane.
Cholesterol, palmitic acid and GAG molecules are shown as sticks. Calcium (green) and zinc (yellow) ions are displayed as spheres. This scale model has
been proposed based on the crystal symmetry analysis showed in Figure 4.14 and evidence from MD simulations.
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4.4 Conclusions
Overall, the results described in this chapter are in agreement with experiments [46,
63] where highly conserved residues implicated in the multimerization process of ShhN
proteins have been identified. Two not previously identified hydrophobic residues (I48
and V166) which are buried at the interface of ShhNdimers are critical for the maintenance
of the complex.
The simple model used to explore the intermolecular interactions of ShhNdimers revealed
that the Ca2 calcium ion does not strengths the affinity of adjacent molecules, contrary
to what was initially thought. Although the nature of the interfaces between the ShhN
monomers is diverse, non-covalent interactions play a dominant role. Either hydrogen
bonds or hydrophobic contacts within adjacent molecules stabilize the ShhN-ShhN in-
terfaces. The contribution of electrostatic interactions is also important, but this is not
surprising because both metal centers zinc and calcium are located in the vicinity of the
dimeric interfaces.
The open conformation observed in the complexes with two calcium ions (which increases
the positive charge at the interfaces) might be required for the interaction of ShhN with
GAG molecules as heparan sulfate. Taking into account the nature of the double-calcium
center, most likely the Ca2+ ions will no participate directly in the interaction with GAG
molecules, but the role of calcium ions in the binding of GAG molecules to ShhN monomers
or multimers needs to be experimentally tested. The question arises then whether differ-
ent interaction modes of ShhN-ShhN are given by the variation in the degree of sulfation
of heparan sulfate chains (or heparin). This fact can obviously influence the way that
ShhN multimerizes and forms compact and very stable multimers. Given the similarity
between Hh proteins and other signaling molecules as Wnt which also harbor two lipid
moieties, oligomerization might be a common mechanism for long-range signaling among
morphogens.
The analysis of crystal lattice contacts of various ShhN proteins led us to propose a multi-
merization model where different levels of interaction can control the way that multimers
form. Despite the lack of experimental evidence that corroborate our model, it can be
used to guide further experiments to uncover the details of Hh oligomerization.
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to all parts, and a
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CHAPTER 5
OUTLOOK AND
REMAINING
CHALLENGES
Understanding the role that metal ions play in proteins is a key issue in biological pro-
cesses. The activity of a wide range of biomolecules is mediated and regulated by metal
ion binding. Despite that, the implication that zinc and calcium ions have in the Hedgehog
signaling pathway is not well established and did not get much attention.
Based on our results, Sonic hedgehog proteins could be zinc exopeptidases regulated
by calcium. The peptidase function should be switched off if both calcium binding pock-
ets are occupied. A strong pH dependence of protease activity was confirmed by in
vitro experiments. Although, the peptidase substrate has still to be determined the au-
todegradation could be an elegant mechanism to tune morphogen gradients. While the
N-terminal of ShhN proteins (residues G25-K38) enhances ShhN dimerization, the binding
of calcium ions disfavors the electrostatic interaction between ShhN subunits as a result
of an increment of positive charges in this region. Nevertheless, this fact can promote the
interaction of ShhN dimers with heparan sulfate chains (a key player for HhN function)
and enhances the multimerization process. Results built on mutations of buried residues
at the ShhN dimeric interface demonstrate the importance of hydrophobic residues for
the maintenance of a stable complex. Mutations within the calcium binding site can affect
the ShhN multimerization at the molecular level and thus, alter the ShhN signaling.
All the collected evidence over the last decades have enabled to broaden our knowledge
about Hedgehog signaling pathway. But, what are the future challenges?.
In general, further research has to include some aspects, such as: (1) the regulation of
the HhN self-assembly and whether different mechanisms of release HhN from the plasma
membrane are tissue dependent or independent, (2) the role of GAG molecules in the HhN
oligomerization process and their influence in the formation of a concentration gradient,
(3) the way by which Ptc regulates Smo, and (4) the study of the multivalent character of
Hh ligands in vivo. The emergence of new experimental techniques together with robust
and faster computational methods will help to accomplish these challenges.
Finally, the work described in this thesis opens a new direction of research that was
Chapter 5. Outlook and remaining challenges
overlooked in the past. The identification of ShhN as a peptidase makes possible to
test different hypotheses about this morphogen which might explain some of the still un-
solved questions. Similar and/or additional studies need to be performed to characterize
potential substrates of this metalloprotease. Despite the similarity between vertebrate
homologs, Ihh and Dhh hedgehogs should be included in further investigations.
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Table A1: Chemical structure of amino acids. One- and three-Letter codes. All
twenty amino acids are shown. Amino acids are colored according to their chem-
ical properties: polar–uncharged (G, S, T, Y, C, Q, N) green, basic (K, R, H) blue,
acidic (D, E) red and nonpolar (A, V, L, I, P, W, F, M) darkgray.
Chemical name 3-Letter aminoacid code
1-Letter
amino
acid code
Chemical
structure
Alanine Ala A
Valine Val V
Leucine Leu L
Isoleucine Ile I
Proline Pro P
Methionine Met M
Phenylalanine Phe F
Tryptophan Trp W
Glycine Gly G
Continued on next page
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Table A1 – Continued from previous page
Chemical name 3-Letter aminoacid code
1-Letter
amino
acid code
Chemical
structure
Serine Ser S
Threonine Thr T
Cysteine Cys C
Asparagine Asn N
Glutamine Gln Q
Tyrosine Tyr Y
Arginine Arg R
Lysine Lys K
Histidine His H
Aspartate Asp D
Glutamate Glu E
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Table B1: Crystal structures of Hh proteins available in the Protein Data
Bank. In all X-ray structures except one (1ato; apricot) the signaling
domain of Hh (HhN) was crystalized. Invertebrate Hh is colored in gold
and does not have Zn2+. Dhh is shown in blue and Shh in purple/pink
regarding the organism mouse/human respectively. Ihh is colored in
yellow and Ihh mutants are highlighted in green. Complexes from
vertebrate homologs (Shh, Ihh and Dhh) contain Zn2+ and 2 Ca2+
otherwhise is specified.
PDB code Complex Organism
1at0 HhC Fruit Fly
2ibg HhN-IhogFn3 Fruit Fly
1vhh ShhN (noCa2+) Mouse
3n1r ShhN (1Ca2+) Mouse
3d1m ShhN-Cdo Mouse
2wfx ShhN-Hhip Mouse
2gw4 ShhN-Hhip Mouse
4c4n ShhN-Heparin Mouse
4c4m ShhN-CS4 Mouse
3m1n ShhN (noCa2+) Human
3mwx ShhN-5e1 Human
3ho5 ShhN-Hhip Human
3n1f IhhN-CdoFn3 Human
3n1m IhhN-BocFn3 Human
3n1o IhhN Human
3n1p IhhN-BocFn3 Human
3k7g IhhN (noCa2+) Human
3k7h IhhN (E95K) (noCa2+) Human
3k7i IhhN (E131K) (noCa2+) Human
3k7j IhhN (D100E) (noCa2+) Human
2wg3 DhhN-Hhip (noCa2+) Human
2wfr DhhN Human
2wfq DhhN (noCa2+) Human
3n1g DhhN-BocFn3 Human
3n1q DhhN-CdoFn3 Human
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Figure C1: B-factors from molecular dynamics simulations of ShhN in states Ca2Ihog (A), Ca2Hhip
(B), Ca0 (C), and Ca1 (D). The green curves show the corresponding experimental B-factors.
Table C1: Mean values of RMSFs from Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3, and
p-values from Wilcoxon rank sum tests with null hypotheses that there
is no shift between RMSF distributions in the compared pairs of states.
Mean RMSF p-values
(nm) Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.10 1.1  10 12 1.5  10 15 2.9  10 14
Ca1 0.07 - 0.32 0.33
Ca2Hhip 0.07 - - 0.95
Ca2Ihog 0.07 - - -
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Table C2: P-values of RMSD comparisons
(Wilcoxon tests) between zinc center of LAS
enzyme X-ray structure 1lbu and zinc centers
of ShhN. All simulated ShhN states Ca0, Ca1,
Ca2Hhip, and Ca2Ihog were included (see Figure
3.8A of Chapter 3).
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.4 5.5  10 8 4.4  10 5
Ca1 - 2.0  10 8 9.4  10 5
Ca2Hhip - - 0.06
Table C3: As Table C2, but referring to X-ray
structure of LAS enzyme 2vo9.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.6 3.4  10 7 4.1  10 10
Ca1 - 5.4  10 3 4.2  10 6
Ca2Hhip - - 0.09
Table C4: As Table C2, but referring to X-ray
structure of LAS enzyme 1u10.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.8 1.6  10 9 5.0  10 12
Ca1 - 1.4  10 7 4.9  10 11
Ca2Hhip - - 0.06
Table C5: As Table C2, but referring to X-ray
structure of LAS enzyme 1r44.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.7 4.3  10 4 1.0  10 4
Ca1 - 1.7  10 3 2.8  10 4
Ca2Hhip - - 0.6
Table C6: As Table C2, but referring to X-ray
structure of LAS enzyme 2b0p.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.6 2.6  10 5 1.6  10 7
Ca1 - 7.4  10 4 8.2  10 5
Ca2Hhip - - 0.07
Table C7: P-values of RMSD comparisons
(Wilcoxon tests) between zinc center of LAS en-
zyme structure 1lbu and zinc centers of ShhN. All
Shh states Ca0, Ca1, Ca2Hhip, and Ca2Ihog were
included (see Figure 3.8B of Chapter 3). In con-
trast to Table C2, the structures of the zinc cen-
ters of both the LAS enzyme and ShhN are taken
from MD simulations of the respective proteins.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.9 2.2  10 16 2.2  10 16
Ca1 - 2.4  10 14 2.9  10 12
Ca2Hhip - - 0.5
Table C8: As Table C7, but for comparison of LAS
enzyme 2vo9 and ShhN.
p-values
Ca1 Ca2Hhip Ca2Ihog
Ca0 0.4 2.2  10 16 2.2  10 16
Ca1 - 2.2  10 16 2.2  10 16
Ca2Hhip - - 0.08
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Table C9: Distribution of distances (in nm) between carboxylate-O of E127 and im-
idazole proton of H135, along the charged hydrogen bond between these groups.
Given are the mean distance and the distances demarcating the quartiles, both
for Ca0 and Ca2, corresponding to horizontal axis of Figure 3.9B of Chapter 3.
There is little change between the states, i.e. the H-bond is conserved.
Ca2+ state Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
Ca0 0.129 0.181 0.194 0.199 0.216 0.270
Ca2 0.157 0.179 0.192 0.195 0.207 0.290
Table C10: Distribution of distances (in nm) between side chains of H135 and
E177, the “catalytic clamp”. Given are the mean distance and the distances
demarcating the quartiles, both for Ca0 and Ca2, corresponding to vertical axis of
Figure 3.9B of Chapter 3. The comparison shows that the clamp opens from Ca0
to Ca2, and that it becomes more flexible.
Ca2+ state Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
Ca0 0.675 0.733 0.758 0.768 0.788 1.000
Ca2 0.653 0.788 0.827 0.848 0.878 1.150
A B
Figure C2: Docking of cholesterol to ShhN (1vhh), without zinc co-ordinating water (A), and with zinc co-
ordinating water (B). The best (green) and second best (blue) poses are shown.
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Table C11: Summary of docking results of choles-
terol to the surface of ShhN, without zinc co-ordinating
water molecule. Affinity (kcal/mol): the affinity es-
timate by AutoDock vina. The two RMSD columns
give the root mean square deviation between the re-
spective docking pose and the docking pose with best
affinity (top ranking pose); “l.b” is a lower bound of
RMSD, considering matches between atoms of same
type, while “u.b” is an upper bound, computed for
matches between exactly equivalent atoms according
to the chosen numbering of atoms in the ligand. The
affinity is expressed in kcal/mol.
Modes Affinity RMSD l.b RMSD u.b
1 -6.8 0.000 0.000
2 -6.7 2.452 3.960
3 -6.5 1.887 3.633
4 -6.2 3.433 5.034
5 -6.1 2.102 3.352
6 -6.0 3.974 6.015
7 -6.0 2.316 3.153
8 -5.9 3.329 7.969
9 -5.9 2.378 3.750
10 -5.9 2.786 5.661
11 -5.8 2.734 7.353
12 -5.8 2.944 7.585
13 -5.6 2.186 3.240
14 -5.6 20.878 24.203
15 -5.5 20.929 24.506
16 -5.5 5.170 7.745
17 -5.5 4.188 6.568
18 -5.5 4.828 7.686
19 -5.4 3.379 5.252
20 -5.3 1.940 3.100
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Table C12: Summary of docking results of cholesterol
to the surface of ShhN including a water molecule. The
water molecule of X-ray structure 1vhh was used. The
affinity is expressed in kcal/mol.
Modes Affinity RMSD l.b RMSD u.b
1 -7.2 0.000 0.000
2 -7.1 2.400 3.725
3 -7.0 1.461 2.358
4 -6.8 5.002 6.808
5 -6.7 1.545 3.144
6 -6.5 2.334 4.185
7 -6.4 1.579 3.111
8 -6.4 2.344 3.223
9 -6.3 1.941 2.343
10 -6.2 2.393 4.236
11 -6.2 1.668 2.152
12 -6.1 2.319 3.742
13 -6.1 3.150 5.073
14 -6.0 21.800 26.178
15 -5.9 3.228 4.485
16 -5.9 21.796 25.745
17 -5.9 22.408 26.172
18 -5.8 22.385 24.987
19 -5.7 3.241 8.804
20 -5.7 1.651 2.500
Table C13: Predicted pKa values for calcium
ligands. Ca0 (1vhh) and Ca2 states (3d1m)
are shown.
Residues Ca0 state Ca2 state
E90 3.55 2.16
E91 5.40 5.96
D96 6.00 5.44
E127 5.02 5.97
D130 3.46 2.17
D132 4.37 2.37
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Table D1: P-values of BSA compar-
isons (Wilcoxon tests) between cal-
cium states of ShhNdimers without
tail. See Figure 4.3 of Chapter 4.
p-values
DNT1 DNT2
DNT0 0.4 8.210 12
DNT1 - 7.7 10 12
Table D2: As Table D1, but referring
to ShhNdimers with tail.
p-values
DT1 DT2
DT0 0.07 9.310 10
DT1 - 2.3 10 9
Table D3: P-values of binding
free energy comparisons (Wilcoxon
tests) between calcium states of
ShhNdimers without tail. See Figure
4.5A of Chapter 4.
p-values
DNT1 DNT2
DNT0 0.1 3.310 9
DNT1 - 3.3 10 9
Table D4: As Table D3, but referring
to ShhNdimers with tail.
p-values
DT1 DT2
DT0 0.9 9.910 8
DT1 - 9.9 10 8
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Figure D3: Correlation between the number of residues at the
interfaces and the BSA. The number of interface residues (y-axis)
is plotted against the ASA lost by dimerization (x-axis). Pear-
son’s correlation between the two groups was applied showing
a significant positive correlation with R2 = 0.93.
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Table D5: P-values of BSA com-
parisons (Wilcoxon tests) between
DT0dimer and I48A, V166A mutants.
See Figure 4.9A of Chapter 4.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 3.1 10 15 1.2 10 15
I48A - 0.09
Table D6: P-values of RMSD com-
parisons between DT0dimer and I48A,
V166A mutants. See Figure 4.9B of
Chapter 4.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 1.3 10 14
Table D7: P-values of RMSF com-
parisons (Wilcoxon tests) between
DT0dimer and I48A, V166A mutants.
See Figure 4.9C of Chapter 4.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 8 7.4 10 8
I48A - 0.7
Table D8: P-values of binding
free energy comparisons between
DT0dimer and I48A, V166A mutants.
See Figure 4.9D of Chapter 4.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 1.2 10 3 1.7 10 3
I48A - 0.9
Table D9: P-values of a H-bond
(K178 NH-E167 OE2) comparison
(Wilcoxon tests) between DT0dimer
and I48A, V166A mutants. See Fig-
ure 4.10 of Chapter 4.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 0.2
Table D10: As Table D9, but refer-
ring to a H-bond between Y44 H-
E167 OE1.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 0.4
Table D11: As Table D9, but referring
to a H-bond between N50 OD1-R153
NH2.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 2.2 10 16
Table D12: As Table D9, but referring
to a H-bond between N50 NH-D152
O.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 2.2 10 16
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Table D13: As Table D9, but refer-
ring to a H-bond between F170 O-
R155 NH.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 2.2 10 16
Table D14: As Table D9, but referring
to a H-bond between E167 OE1-S177
OH.
p-values
I48A V166A
DT0 2.2 10 16 2.2 10 16
I48A - 0.4
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